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TAFT NO ISSUE
IN RACE SAYS

ARIZONANS WILL
INUADE SONORA
TO FIGHT REBELS

HAYES SAYS HE

Ariz., Sept. 5. Recruiting
200 Americans to attempt rescue of
Douglas,

SANTA FE WILL

LOW WITH CAN

WILL FORCE

Americans besieged at Nacozari and
other points in Mexico below here
So far not enough
is in progress.
men with arms have been secured. An
express car loaded with ammunition
arrived here today from El Paso. It
is understood that the ammunition
will be used for the expedition.
The country south of Douglas is
overrun with rebels, who are said to
be short of ammunition and have not
to attack incorporated
attempted
towns defended by police and volunteers. Rebels yesterday visited Ys&-bstation, near the El Tigre mining
Mercamp, an American property.
chandise valued at $1,000 was taken
from the company store. The rebels
then burned bridges and tore up the
track on the Nacozari railway near
Ysabel only thirty-fiv- e
miles south of
Another
the border at this point.
band of 400 rebels is reported five
miles north of the EI Tigre camp.
A meeting to organize the expedition was held last night behind closed
doors and reports were made relative
to the situations of American mining
camps now being threatened by marauding rebel bands. Millions of
dollars worth of American property
in Sonora, the reports said, was in
imminent peril of confiscation or

JOHNSON

ENGINEER LAV'S
TRAIN ROBBER
New Orleans, La., Sept. 5. Suffering from a fractured skull, the bandit who single handed, robbed the
New York limited train on the

WALDO

HAVE A COLD

STORAGE

NO. 175

LAWYER TRIED

TO STEAL DUES
IN MURDER CASE
Salt Lake City, Utah, Sept. 5.
Willurd Hansen, former county attorney, was arrested early this morning
in company with ten others on the

PROGRESSIVES
HAVE SWEPT
THE STATE

charge of bribery and swindling, HanLouisville and Nashville railroad,
sen und the gang have been watched
twelve miles east of New Orleans,
by the police for five weeks and his
last night later to be felled by the MODERN ICE PLANT AND ATTENDANT arrest followed an attempt last night GEORGE W. PERKINS WIRES
MIGUEL
EXCAPTAIN OF NEW YORK POLICE
FROM
to take a suit of clothes from the
HE IS ENTIRELY ELIMINATED
locomotive driver, was brought to
New Orleans today and placed in the
BUILDINGS TO BE PUT UP HERE police station which was being held
A. OTERO FROM HEADQUARTERS
PECTS TO BE "BROKE" AND THEN
POLITICS AND HAS BECOME A
as evidence in a murder case.
Charity hospital.
AT ONCE- -D.
C. COLLIER OF SAN
The bandit says his name is How-urTHAT VERMONT
For the last five weeks, according
LEGISLATURE
IS
HE WILL TELL OF UNDERWORLD
NEGLIGIBLE QUANTITY SAYS THE
to the police, Hansen lias been payEdwards, and that, his family
DIEGO IS CHIEF INVESTOR IN THE
NOT STAND PAT.
GRAFT
lived in Jupiter, Fla.
ing two police detectives 'M a week
GOVERNOR
He gave the police
information
for
a
of
of
fake
protection
gang
pool
PROJECT.
wliich is expected to lead to the
room operators. The detectives have
New York, Sept. 5. Justice Goff early capture oT three other membeen taking the money and turning it IT CAN NOT ELECT
was expected today to grant a motion bers of a gang that is believed
to
GARFORD LEADER
Santa Fe is to have a cold storage over to the chief of police.
for the summoning of 250 talesmen have been responsible for a series and .Ice
Several days ago, Hansen, it is alof its own, saving thouOLD GUARD GOVERNOR
be
from which will
selected a jury to of sensational train robberies in this sands of plant
dollars each year to the hand- leged, aflfced the officers to leave the
IN OHIO FIGHT
try Police Lieutenant Becker, begin- section.
closet door open in which the suit of
lers of perishable goods.
After Edwards had completed a
ning, September 12. Because of the
That the progressives had won a
Articles of incorporation of the Cold clothes was stored. They acceded
of
forthe coaches lie went
widespread public interest in the round
and Ice Company were filed and tonight when the attorney was notable victory in Vermont and that
Storage
5.
Arthur
Rosenthal case, great difficulty in ob- ward to the engine. Caught off his in tlie office of the state
Columbus, Ohio,
Sept.
corporation leaving the police station with the they had elected ninety members of
L. Garford of Elyria, was nominated
taining a jury is predicted.
puard for an instant, he was struck commission today, the company is clothing he w,as arrested. Following the state legislature and the demothe
Ohio
of
is
Mr.
a
in
by
Whitman
who
back
town after by Engineer Baer,
wielded
today
for governor
the stock his arrest, the "pool room" was raid- - crats forty-eigh- t
which would render
capitalized at $2r,,000,
his conference yesterday with Gover- heavy oil can. The bandit dropped
progressive state convention in sesthe legislature unable to elect a
being divided into 230 shares of $100 led and the operators" arretted.
so closely each. Tlie incornorators are: David
nor Dix and during the day, probably unconscious. Following
sion here.
stand pat governor, was the cheering
will have another talk with Thomas upon the attempted robbery of the Charles Collier, of San Diego,
The platform adopted by the connews received at state progressive
x r Ic
child
of
bound
South
Cincinnati
D.
vention endorses prohibition
passenger shares; Frank Owen, of Santa Fe, 10
Thatcher, counsel for Cornelius G.
tn
headouarters in two teles-ramlabor, minimum wage for working
Hayes, the demoted police inspector. train on the same road at almost the shares and A. J. Griffin of Santa B'e,
A. Otero from
S(ate
('"airman
BY
Miguel
the lU shares.
It iB no westablished definitely that same spot the night previous,
women, prohibition of night work for
George W. Perkins at the Chicago
women, an eight hour day for womFrank Owen is designated as the
Hayes' chief reason in going to Mr. work of Edwards is considered most
Salt bake City, L'tah, Sept. 5 A headquarters,
Whitman was to forestall any action daring.
en, schools for industrial education,
statutory agent and the registered of- spontaneous and touching tribute to
"ie telegrams caused great rejoic-thEdwards first crawled aboard the fice of the new company is rooms
and a
judicial ballot.
against him by the grand jury, pendpower of the great tabernacle ing at headquarters and were taken
from
.New
not
far
Orleans
engine
Governor Hiram Johnson of Caliing his departmental trial on charges
Laughlin building in Santa Fe.
organ and the
I'rof. J. J. to mean that the Roosevelt' managers
of making a false statement relative and covered Engineer Baer and t'he
fornia, the progressive nominee for
It is said that this will be the McClellan, was organist,
expected the colonel to sweep the
5.
D.
Commander
The
paid
by
aptwo
with
fireman
revolvers.
C, Sept.
Washington,
vice president, who was to address
to Commissioner Waldo's attitude tocold storage plant in the stale H. M.
largest
country this fall
of
Grand
the
of
MexiTremble,
of
a
of
number
He carried a small valise in which of New Mexico and work on its conArmy
pearance
large
ward disreputable resorts. The fortoday's session of the Ohio state con- can
The telegrams stated that the stand
the Republic, and bis party today. As
it
at
rebels
has
made
and
had
nitroOjinaga
he
He
dynamite
glycerine.
mer inspector is quoted as having
vention, arrived early today.
struction is to begin immediately.
candidate for lieutenant governor
pat
a
at
in
guests
to
recital
increase
American
the
organ
special
necessary
was
and
train
the
with
The
stopped
went immediately into conference
T'he news of this new enterprise for their
said to the district attorney:
in Vermont had given out a statethe
commander
and
in
honor,
Bend
the
section
perforce
Big
with James R. Garfield, Walter F. patrol
"Let me alone until I'm through engineer and fireman preceding him Santa Fe spread rapidly today and sonal staff, sat in
body in the .Mor- ment in which he said that Mr. RooseBrown, and other progressive lead and troops are being sent from Fort with my police troubles. It's certain at the point of a revolver, Edwards was the topic of conversation in busi- mon tabernacle.
Six other veterans. velt had better than a fighting chance
are
en
hundred
Seven
rebels
Clark.
car
of
all
rifled
the
mail
unregistered
in
ers. Governor jonnson,
nis
ness circles. The fact that Col. D. with families
that I'll be broke. Waldo can't do
and then relieved the men pas- C. Collier the man who
traveling with him, oc-- j ,0 ca,Ty Vermont in November. The
camped ten miles below Quitman and
dress said:
San
but if I'm put on the mail
put
else,
anything
telegrams are as follows:
the
cupied
in
five
rebel
club
with
1,000
and
a
encircling gallery.
general, Salazar,
sleepers
"Do not for a minute consider Pres- the
Diego on the map and who is one of
stand, I'll tell a' story that will cause sengers
One of the selections was "MarchChicago, 111., bept. 4, 1912.
ident Taft in the national race. He is men is m the Capitan mountains, Waldo to resign his job instantly. car of their valuables. Hn did not the most successful investors on the
Miguel A. Otero,
to
As
women.
Mexitlie
He
west
on
molest
of
secured
offer
earlier
Sabinai
ing
the
through
station
Georgia."
a negligible quantity."
Pacific slope, is one of the stockhold- strains rolled
Yes, and it will go further and cause several hundred
Santa Fe, N. M.
dollars, according ers, is taken
Uirougn the building,
During the speakers review of the can Northwestern railway. Neither a sensation in the mayor's office.
as a good omen for San- Commander Trimble
It looks as though we had elected
to
the
and
then
marched
became restless
borto
the
police,
attack and the
"California case" in the republican side is moving
ta Fe's future development.
want to be free from any handicap
and when the vox humana with its ninety members of the legislature In
national convention, the mention of der troubles are as bad as formerly. that the grand jury might put on me." engineer and fireman back to the ennew cor- haunting
s
for
the
which
The
objects
and
them
to
ordered
are
hundred
rebels
proceed.
Three
gine
suggestion of the well known Vermont and as though the
encampwith
Patrick Calhoun in connection
AValdo said he had
Commissioner
is established are numerous.
crats
forty-eigh- t
bad
elected
one
poration
as
which
was
fired
Edwards
to
shot
he
added
fell,
18
the
chorus
he
ed
southwest
Juarez
miles
of
and
California's politics was productive of
Among them are mentioned: "To man- sprang to his feet and with out-- would llluke one hundred and thirl
General Salazar seems to command nothing to fear from Hayes and added it went wild.
hisses.
arms beat time to the music e'fcht between progressives and demo-anEngineer Baer continued ti rain ufacture, sell, buy, export and import
a large section of territory bounded that the former inspector would have
HARMONY IN MONTANA.
all he want- blows until he had the bandit un- and generally deal in machinery, tools
talk
opportunity-t- o
crats which would be enough to pre- ample
to sing.
Casas
and
Guzman,
began
5.
Grandes, Ojitos,
There by
Great Falls, Mont., Sept.
to at his trial, which will be held conscious. When the train reached and devices of every character and
ed
e
in
The
hundreds
the
gallery took up vt'nt the flection of republican gover-thwas every indication of harmony Boca Grandes, where he has been re at
tomorrow. Bay St. Louis, Miss., the robber was description for the cutting of artifinor by the legislature. There are two
police headquarters
we
refrain.
were
"While
marchinforcements
from
Sonora.
ceiving
to
the
Montana
the
mong
delegates
e
Rhinelander Waldo, New York com- tpken off and placed in charge of the cial ice; to erect, build, purchase, ing
members of
General Schyler reports that Cana-nethrough
Georgia," throbbed hundred and seveny-fivstate republican convention when
state- railway surgeon and
or
missioner
of
incensed
lease
otherwise
ilice
suitable
officers
Vermont
police,
by
hp
The fact wa
acquire
dome
legislature.
the
of
vast
the
is
now
situaagainst
building
safe, but that the
State Chairman John D. Waite, called
ments attributed to Cornelius G. and detectives from New Orleans ar land and plants for the manufacture and a thousand
dimming eyes were have elected ninety members of the
the convention to order today " and tion at Nacozari is precarious.
storage of ice; to engage in the seen as the strains died away.
legislature and the democrats only
Mexico City, Sept. 5. Zapatistas, Hayes, deposed inspector, that Hayes rived there in a special train.
turned over the gavel to Harry I.would air a department scandal, and though Edwards was unconscious at business of wholesaling and retailing
forty-eigh- t
is probably a much better
Hi
a
After
brief
Salt
the
from
the
of
states
stop
Lake,
Cuerrerro
Wilson, of Billings, who had been crossing
and Puebla, into the state of Oaxaca, cause Waldo to resign, Issued a dras- intervals throughout the night, he Ice to middlemen and consumers, special G. A. It. train left for Los test of the progressive sentiment in
chosen temporary chairman.
are reported to have captured San " orer today, commanding Hayes to gave the police valuable Information also to preserve in cold storage and Angeles for the national encampment. the state than the vote for governor
SUTHERLAND KEYNOTES.
at Headquarters at once and concerning his alleged partners.
and is certainly a very remarkable
generally deal in all kinds of food
Salt Lake City, Mo., Sept. 5. Sena- Miguel Ahuahuetilan
yesterday and report
TRAIN ROBBER GOT $20.
or
1,1
mr
u,u
products; to manufacture, buy, sell
for us to have made.
"e
w,lll"S
celetor George Sutherland, as temporary after sacking the town to have
Osage City, Kan., Sept. 5. A mask and deal in ice; to buy, sell, store,
did not
MEMBER showing
reaten the commissioner."
GEO. M. PERKINS. 8:14 a. m.
chairman,, delivered the, keynote brdted their victory by burning most
Mis import and export fuel, fish, butter,
s further involves the police sit. ed robber boarded ,a west-bounCarlos Mendez a
NEW
speech at the republican state Co- Of 'the" houses.
souri Pacific train here early today, milk and all kinds of food products
accus
Chicago, 111., Sept. 4, 19r2.
v
m
wn
nnri
seizeri
aireauy
momhant.
wealth
najes,
nvention here this morning. A full
"ofTfiaklBJRfte statements involv held up the conductor, the auditor, six whether animal or vegetable; to opMiguel A. Otero,
j
state and congressional ticket is to mated 'in the flame nf hi. mvn Etnr
Elueterio
member
of
the
Ortega,
in the smoker, and after obtain- erate and maintain stores,
'
Santa Fe, N. M.
buildings,
Volunteers made a sharp fight but ing the commissioner, may now be men
be named this afternoon.
an
and
force
acknowledged
on further charges.
only $20 for his pains, jumped warehouses and depots for the carry- city police
tried
in
ing
The
is
Vermont
a
result
great
were
overcome
invaders.
the
N.
by
Y., Sept. 5 The openleader in Precinct No. 3, Santa Fe
Syracuse
Supreme Court Justice Goff today from the train when it stopped at a ing on of any of the aforesaid lines of
triumph for the new party in a rock
The barbarities that followed were
ing session of the Progressive state
county, last night tendered his resig- ribbed
es- business."
and
- water tank Just west of town
motion
of
a
District
state election. A party not yet
Attorneygranted
convention today found the frame similar to those reported from other
to
anCelso
nation
and
Lopez, mayor
Whitman for the summoning of a spe- caped into a corn field.
four weeks old in a camofficially
districts
attacked
work of party organization
by Zapatistas.
already
nounced today that he was out of
The conductor reported the robber
paign of between two and three
The leader of the rebel band is ' cial pnnel of talesmen from which to
BRYAN TO DENVER.
constructed and the delegates ready
Old
the
and
that
with
Guard
sympathy
a rank amateur.
weeks fighting against two parties
for the consideration
of a state said to be Eufemino Zapata, a broth- choose a jury to try Lieutenant
Denver, Colo., Sept. 5. William he would support Colonel Roosevelt
each of which is more than half a
ticket. None of the candidates for er of Emilio and Centeneo, and one of
arand the new party.
Jennings Bryan was expected to
old
century
polled approximately
the head of the ticket is making an the men who broke jail in Puebla
rive in Denver today to be guest of
MEAT PACKERS
"The people demand a change,"
active canvas. Comptroller William after having been confined on
the MAKING LIFE
honor tonight at the annual banquet said Mr. Ortega. "They are tired of eighty per cent of as many votes as
MUST NOT USE
per cent of
Prendergast of New York told his charge of being guilty, with others, of
of the American Fisheries Society in the old system which operates for a one party and sixty-fivCHEMICALS
as
votes
as
the
other
friends he would do nothing to get murdering five Germans, one a womparty.
many
PRESERVATIVES convention here. The menu includes few men but which holds out no hope Frank E. Howe, of
the nomination. If it came to him an at Covadonga.
Bennington, who
elk and antelope
I believe that in
for
the
fellow.
little
steaks,
venison,
was the republican candidate for lieuLondon, Sept. .5 Prof. Schaefer's
unsolicited he said, lie would accept.
A part of the rebel band later in
New York, Sept. 5. In overruling grouse and trout. Today's sessions the coming election, we voters should tenant governor said: "I am not surState Chairman Hotchkiss again the day, according to the reports was declarations that life can be created
were
taken
discome out openly and stand up for our
up with technical
at. the result.
declared he was not to be considered engaged by state troops in a hard by chemical action has created wide- a demurrer interposed by Armour & cussions of
Roosevelt has
fishery topics.
rights down to the smallest precinct. prised
in a damage suit brought by
discussion
Company
and
as a candidate, but many
more than a fighting chance In Nospread
controvery
at
fight
Silacayoapam, a short disI
I
am
to
to
do
all
can
that
going
Sophia Kelterer, who al'eged that she
among scientists and laymen.
vember to carry the state."
delegates were insistently for him. tance away.
bring this condition about and will
DUNLAP RESIGNS.
GEO. W. PERKINS. 7:53 p. m.
Newspapers throughout the country had been poisoned by trichinae inBainbridge Colby, of New York
Juarez, Mex., Sept. 5. General E,
devote my time from now until the
defendwas a receptive candidate and he, Z. Steever,
the depart- comment on the theory of the presi- fected pork prepared by the
commanding
election
in
for
the
progresworking
Washington, D. C, Sept. 5. Dr.
too, declined to engineer any can- ment of Texas with his staff officers, dent of the British association sur- ant, Judge Noyes in the United States
P L. Dunlap, of the Bureau of Chem- sive ticket."
SUIT
vass in his interest
at noon today, crossed the interna mising that it will prove a topic of court today ruled that the packer,
State Chairman Hotchkiss is said tional line and nald n fnrmnl vicit tn bitter argument. They compare it not the middleman or retailer, is re- istry and associated chemist under
S.
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, while the lat- D
to have told comptroller Prendergast General Victoriano
with the
theories of sponsible.
command-iHuerta,
ter
was
chief of the bureau, resigned
a conference that it wou
be "po- - er of the Mexican federal
"The producer should be held reLos Angeles, Calif.,
forces in the Charles Darwin and Thomas Huxley
Sept,. 5. Anto accept a commercial posilitically inexpedient" for the comp' north. The American general was on the evolution of men.
sponsible for the result of negligent tpday
other government suit against the
tion
in
Dr.
a
was
Chicago.
troller to accept the nomination for met at the international
Dunlap
can
Many clergymen attack the idea acts which he
readily foresee,''
bridge from
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 5. Some the recovery of 2,000 acres of mineral
member of the Pure Food Board
1 lotch:
governor. Many delegates,
El Paso, Texas, by a troop of Mexican that life has a beginning merely of said the court.
valued at $5,000,000 probably
and
came
into
kiss said, had told him that because
public notice as one portion of the evidence in the recent land
"The iron manufacturer who fails
cavalry, and a company of infantry. the action of chemical elements.
ct' fhe authors of charges of
of Clarence S. Darrow, the Chi- will be begun here soon.
trial
of Prendergast's attitude on certain A
not
can
of
irregu
to
a
iron,
inspect
piece
A. N. Mills, special attorney genmilitary band played the "Star
church matters which had come becago attorney, for jury bribery in conforesee that it will be used in a larity against Dr. Wiley.
Banner."
in charge of other actions penderal
nection
with
the
McNamara
fore him in an official way In New Spangled
case,
boiler and cause a ship to sink, but
TAFT
In the quarters of General Huerta, PRESIDENT
HAS
the company for the re- ing
against
Darrow'H
which
in
resulted
nrnnlffal
York, his strength as a candidate in the
the meat packer who fails to inspect FALL
American
oil
ofof
visiting
and
general
lan?8' bas returned from
DENIES HE
may be used in the government's dyna-- ! co,very
many quarters would be impaired. ficers and
his products poisonous parasites or
the United States army
with authorization
by
Washington
cases
mite
in
Prendergasts' friends declared that was toasted
A
conspiracy
GAME LEG
Indianapolis.
ingredients know that poison will
to
General Wickersham
by the Mexican commandin- - Attorney
Hotchkiss was quietly paving the er and
This
became
known
today
through
to
the
be
and
that
persons
staff. General Hunter and
poison
SAID IT NOW structions from Attorney General bring a new action.
way to bring about his own nomina- General
be
will
his
neglect
poisoned through
It is understood patent to the land
Steever then exchanged fortion for governor, notwithstanding
Wickersham to James Caynor, secret
his products and no
who
was issued more than six
involved,
his assertions that he must not be mal greetings before the assembled HE IS TAKEN TO CARRIAGE IN WHEEL thoseelse." eat
deservice
connected
the
with
agent
one
army officers. of the two nations.
and ordinarily the statute
ago,
years
considered as a candidate.
AND
THEN
.CHAIR
GOES ABOARD YACHT
Armour & Company contended that SENATOR FROM NEW MEXICO REFUTES partment of justice, to have prepared of limitations would run.
Junction City, Kan., Sept. 5. A
Mayor Gaynor took a fling at the
extracts
certain
of
from
the
record
a manufacturer wno aeais wnn tne
FOR TRIP TO BEVERLEY
EL PASO INTERVIEW ABOUT AMERICAN
The government, however, will con- board of aldermen today in a char- pack train from the United States
Hie Dnrrnw trial. It tn helieveri hure
middleman and not directly with the!
the
acteristic letter to one of their num- military post at Fort Riley was orpartic-itenMONEY
that
BEING
the
GIVEN TO 0R0ZC0
a'Ief and that the8 stat- government desires
consumer owes the latter no duty
dered immediately to General Steevrecently
ber.
a
of
D. C, Sept. 5. Presi- of
the
ularly
testimony
transcript
Washington,
refrainof
whatever except the duty
u,c
'
""" "
"I don i see how I can expect po- er, commanding forces along the Mex- dent
Antnn .Tnhannaon San
Taft left for New York at 10 a. ing from knowingly and wilfully in
rom that period,
t
Long Beach, Calif., Sept.
licemen to be honest," says the let- ican border, in instructions received
who
on
tne
referred
8tand
t0
,eader,
m.
on
to
his way
New London and flicting injury.
tor A. B. Fall, a member of the
ter, "when they know that many, if today from the war department.
of tne indianapolis defend-- !
!
not most of the members of the board
Beverley. His lame ankle was still
ants- I'll6-.
cum,. ..hm,i
of aldermen are selling licenses for MRS.
He was wheeled to
Lnjjua, 10 i cojjuu
IS
troubling him.
sible for the present trouble in MexiBACK
news stands and the like, throughout
his automobile from the White House
DOING NICELY co, arrived here and will be joined in BUD
SERIOUSLY ILL door. He walked, however, the few
the city at prices from $2500 down to
a few days by Senator William Alden
Washington, D. C, Sept. 5. Comp$25."
NASTY
5.
N. J.,
Sept.
Smith, of Michigan, chairman of the
Bernardsville,
Bar Harbor, Maine, Sept. 5. The steps from his motor car to his train
troller of the Treasury Tracewell to- Former State Senator F. M. Davendeclared Wm. H. Pope, the new
port, the temporary chairman, de- condition of Mrs. John R. McLean, at the station. Mr. Taft is due in Preparations are being made here for committee of foreign affairs. They
Olean, N. Y., Sept. 5. Bud Mars,
clared that Governor Hughes had per- who became ill of pnemonia on Sun- New York late today to go aboard the the reception of Mrs. Madeline Astor will go to El Paso to continue their th eaviator is in Uie Oiean general district judge for New Merioo,
and her infant, the new John Jacob Investigation.
with dangerous injuries, the titled t0 bis salary between the time
sonally asked Colonel Roosevelt to day, was considered serious today. yacht Mayflower.
Astor.
Senator Fall denied that he had said result of a fall while he was making ot bis taking the oath February 23
take up the fight for direct primaries She is being attended by Washington,
He had breakfast in his own room
They will spend a month here be- American capital engendered the a flight at the county fair yester-- : Iast
Washington and the exercise
when he accepted the place on 'the Pa., and Bar Harbor physicians, sevin
the White House, and was wheeled ginning about September 20 at the Mexican revolution. He said he was day. His biplane, after
en
of
whom
have
been in consulta
from of bis first judicial functions March
supreme court.
rising
out to the elevator and from the summer home of Mrs. Astor's parents. unconvinced thus far that such was the half mile track,
The convention, after organizing, tion.
suddenly dipped 1 ln New Mexico
to a waiting automobile.
elevator
from New York ind- the case, though there was a great land crashed into t'he fence.
The comptroller held that United
reports
Dally
8
o'clock
until
tonight.
adjourned
At the union station
States judges may discharge various
railway of- icate that the boy and his mother are amount of American capital in MexSALOONS TO CLOSE.
ficials had placed the president's; both doing finely.
official duties while away from their
ico, and it might have had something POSTAL EMPLOYES
Saloons
PROGRESSIVE PRIMARIES.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 5.
to do with the continuance of the
private car on the level with an ad
The primaries of the proAGE PENSIONS. districts.
OPPOSE
throughout the state probably may
"The duties," the decision pointed
jacent street and be needed to make
trouble. He is agreed with those who
RATES SUSPENDED.
be closed during polling hours ol
gressive party will be held toSalt Lake City, Utah, Sept. 5. Oponly a few steps to get aboard. There
believe the trouble in Mexico is near
out, "are not necessarily restricted
morrow evening at 7:30, to
the state primaries next Tuesday.
to
for
superanposition
pensions
was some talk today that the presielect delegates to the county
Attorney General Benjamin Griffith
Washington, D. C, Sept. 5. The in- an end, and predicted a long struggle. nuated government employes deve- to the making of orders or to the
dent might not stop at New London terstate commerce commission has
of strictly judicial functions
General Orozco was once employed loped
is investigating the statutes for such
convention. The places for
yesterday in the convention
tomorrow to address the Atlantic renewed two important suspensions by Senator Fall at El Paso, he said, of
uiciuue uuueH or an admin
authority.
holding primaries are as folthe National Federation of Post-- !
lows:
Deeper Waterway association, but he of freight rate increases, originally hauling freight.
The statutes provide for the closing
office Clerks, but advocates of a pen- istrative cnaracter, necessitating offileft with the intention of making the made last May. An increase of about
of saloons during general elections,
Precinct 3, vigil hall. Cansion bill won the fight. It was cial correspondence.
tut since the enactment of the law,
yon road, George W. Armijo,
speech. If he is persuaded not to get 100 per cent in westbound rates in
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 5. Attor- urged by the opposition that emoff the Mayflower in New London he tin plate, and sheet metal, suspended neys for Dr. C. B. Hyde, and represenX chairman.
CONVICTS ARE SUBDUED.
the primary election was adopted.
ployes nearing the age of retirement
ROOSEVELT IN ST. PAUL.
Precinct 4, Ricardo Alarid's X probably will sail direct to Beverley from May 7 to September 7, has been tatives of the county prosecution, would become subservient to poliJackson, Mich., Sept. 5. All of
office, Friti Muller, chairman. SS from New York.
St Paul, Minn., Sept. 5. The "bull
further suspended to January, and an filed a stipulation in the criminal tical influence through fear of losing the inmates of the Michigan state
New York, Sept 5. President Taft increase of three cents per 100 lbs. court today agreeing to the postpone- their annuities and that the pensions prison, except those alleged to have
Precinct 17, Delgado's hall, X
moose" has invaded St. Paul today In X
X reached New York from Washington in east bound rates on barley which ment of the third trial of Dr. Hyde would be used as an argument led in Tuesday's revolt were
great numbers. .The occasion is the X W. E. Griffin, chairman.
to
Precinct 18, court house, St this afternoon and boarded the yacht would have become effective Septem- from the September to the January against increases of current salaries. work today. Indications were putthat
arrival of Roosevelt who is scheduled SI
X E. C. Burke, chairman.
X Mayflower which will convey him to ber 9, has been further suspended to term of court. Justice Porterfield set The Federation met again in secret the soldiers
probably will remain at
New London. Conn.
Continued on Pace Kignt.
stssion today.
the date for January 6.
the prison all week.
January 7.
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

the

Quality and Large Variety of
" Soltaire " Goods.

Always the Leader

NOT A DISEASE
But a Symptom, a Danger Signal Which Every Woman
Should Heed.
Backache is a symptom of organic
weakness or derangement. If you have
backache don't neglect it. To get permanent relief you must reach the root
of the trouble. Read about Mrs. Wood-all- 's
experience.

ITER

GO.

GROCERY

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

lish
Ollie Woodall, Mor
Phone Black ton'sitGap. Kentucky.
45
If you have the slightest doubt
that Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegeta
ble uompouna win neip you, wrue
to Lydia E.Pinkham Medicine Co.
(confidential) Lynn, Mass., for advice. Your letter will be opened,
read and answered by a woman,
Dawson Coal
and held in strict confidence.
"--

LEO HERSCH

Phone4I,ack

lola
El Toro

PORTLAND CEMENT

Sawed

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Street, Near Union

ifard 333 llickox

Phone, Red

"

100

Phone,

Depot.

Phone, Red 100

Red 100

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

WHOLESALE

Qoa

Wood

AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
WOOD
SAWED
CERRILLOS LUMP
WOOD
CORD
COAL
STEAM
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

First-Clas-

Phone Main

LIVERY RIGS.

S

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

J.

139

R. CREATH,

310 San

Fradsco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOO 01 S STAGE LINE

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North
South
Bounds Trains.

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doorg Below F. Andrew

Mrs.

Wood

R.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at
Regular Meal 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rcoms for Bsnt 25c and 50c
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orden at All Hours.
way. Good covered- hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
yrencn Noodle Order XOc a disn.
furnished commercial men to take In
Knr Trk Chop Suey 50c the surrounding tons. Wire Rnbudo

Start.

-

THE MINES OF
NEW MEXICO
A rumor has gained credit In
that Phelps, Dodge & Co.,
AIIju-querqu-

is negotiating with the Santa Fe railroad for that part of the road extending from Rincon to Silver City,
with a branch from Whitewater to
Santa Rita and Fierro. Thai line
does not contribute much to tin; Santa
Fe mystem, but would be valuable to
the Phelps-Dodgcompany and to its
railroad system, because of its large
holding of valuable mining prop-rtat Fierro and in the Burro i ioun-tainat Tyrone and Leopold. Phelps,
Dodge & Co. state that there is absolutely no ground for the rumor.
e

GRANT COUNTY.

Cloudcroft,

N. M., Sept.

5.

The

'

On

Sale

Daily, Until

Sept. 30, 1912.
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

$50.35
$79.35

$85.95
$44.35

BOSTON,
ST. LOUIS,

CLOSE CONNECTION

BUFFALO,
ST. PALI,

$69.85
$50.35

AT TORRANCE

WITH THE

II

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
Ck

I PAD M!

A

LAUrUIlillA
LOS ANGELES

and

Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
Isame route, or via A., T. & S. F.

Going via

El

SAN DIEGO,

$46.90

SAN FRANCISCO,

$55.90

For further information address Eugene Fox, Qen'I Passenger Agt. E. P. & 5. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
H.

A. COOMER, General Manager

N. M. C. R. R.,

SANTA FE, N. M

n

cafe closeu Sunday night
lust meal was served about 6:30 and
then Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beacham
gave a pany of friends a chicken supper. It was cooked in the good old
fashion way and there was everything
else that goes with chicken. Mr. and
Mrs. Beacham have had a very successful season and made many friends
while in Cloudcroft. They will leave
for Alamogordo during the next few
days for a short visit and will then
return to the "Jones ranch" near here
for the winter months. Those who
were present at the supper Sunday
night were: Mr. and Mrs. H. S.
Beacham, Prof, and Mrs. Carl Hack,
Mrs. Sylvia Ganelleau, Miss Knox,
Miss Nellie Drake, Miss Lucile O'Reilly, Dr. Branche Craig, Messrs. Sam
Nimmo, Thos. Slade, Albert Coleman,
J. Ben Hancock and Scott B.
Prof, ana Mrs. Carl Hack left Monday for Alamogordo where they will
remain several days and will then return to the "Jones ranch" near Cloudcroft for a short visit before going
to El Paso. From El Paso Prof, and
Mrs. Hack will go to Oklahoma City,
where they will have charge of the
Auditorium during the winter months.
Prof, and Mrs. Hack are well known
in amusement circles and make many
friends wherever they go. Last season they were in charge of the amusements in Cloudcroft for the El Paso
under the
& Southwestern system,
Lodge management and this season
have successfully handled all the
amusements for the Orndorff Hotel
company, which had the Lodge and
other properties of the El Paso &
Southwestern system in Cloudcroft
leased.
The Hacks have been most
successful with the dancing classes
which they have conducted in Cloudcroft.
Many children from Alamo-eordo- ,
El Paso and other points who
have spent the summer here have
learned to dance under their instruction and now take part in all dances
that are given.
Mr. and Mrs. Hack number their
Cloudcroft friends by the score who
regret to see them leave.
Miss M. Grace Painter and Mr.
Frank S. Riggs were quietly married
Monday afteroon at two o'clock at
the home of the bride. Rev. Armstrong, of Alamogordo, performed the
ceremony. Only a few friends of the
bride and groom were present. Miss
Painter is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. M. Painter of this city, has
lived here several years and is one of
the most popular girls in Cloudcroft.
Mr. Riggs is manager of the Cloudcroft
Trading company and is well known
to the business men of this section
of the country, having lived in Otero
county several years. Immediately
after the ceremony Mr., and Mrs.
Riees took the train and left for
California, where they will spend
their honeymoon, returning to CloudMr.
croft about September loth.
Riggs recently completed a pretty
bungalow in the eastern part of the
city, where they will make their

Savanna Copper Co. The Pacific
No. 2 mine of this company, in tlm old
camp of Pinos Altos, is
being operated under lease to Frank
A new
C. Bell and A. L. Wright.
shaft is being sunk to a depth of
100 feet in virgin ground.
The old
tunnel has been cleared out, and the
work of stoping is now in progress.
A winze is being sunk to connect wall
the tunnel for ventilation. Pay ore
in commercial quantities is otiig home.
taken from the shaft, winze ann tun
nel, and shipments are being made at
the rate of one car per week to the NEW HISTORY
El Paso smelter.
FOR OUR SCHOOLS
Mangas Development Co. It is understood that arrangements are pracHon. L. Bradford Prince has been
tically completed for the resumption emfag'.'d recently in finishing a comof work by this company in the Burro
paratively short history of New Mexmountains.
ico, which was begun years ago, afSOCORRO COUNTY.
ter the plates of his book published
Smelting and Develop- in 1883 called "Historical Sketches
ment Co. High-grad- e
copper ore, con- of New Mexico," had been destroyed
taining gold and silver, has boen by fire at the publishers. In the pre
level of the Nit face he
found on the
pays a high compliment to
mine. The find was made 500 teet the recent works of Col. Twitchell
east of the shaft and is of interest and Hon. B. M. Read, which cover
because it is the first large vein of the
ground fully, so far as large and
commercial copper ore that has been
are concomprehensive histories
found in the vicinity of Kelly.
the book just finished is of
cerned;
Albuquerque A new placer gold a moderate size, intended ior iiign
mining district has been discovered schools and popular use, and being
in Taos county between Cerro and
of the
a condensation
largely
Questa about 100 miles north of San- sketches" with the corrections and
ta Fe.
years of
additions which twenty-fivLordsburg An important discoveiv increased information have suggest
of gold has been made at Apache ed.
Box canyon, Grant county. The ore
The fundamental Idea has been abis of milling grade. One zone 80 feet
wide has been prospected by tunnels. solute accuracy, so every statement
relied on, but the
Lessees have planned a
mill can be positively
whole story of New Mexico is so full
and cyanide plant.
The Twin Peaks Mining Co., which of romance and vanity, that even a
owns 80 gold claims two miles south- strict adherence to the truth does not
interfere with its interest. The book
west of the
find, is
mill and cyanide will be ready for the publisher in
erecting a 100-totwo weeks.
plant. Prospecting of three miles of about
the lode shows good milling ore.
Hurley The fifth section of the
Chino Copper Co.'s mill is expected to
be completed in September. The five
sections will give the mill a capacity
of 5,000 tons per day. From 200 to
250 tons of copper concentrates
is
The highest point of woman's hap- shipped daily to the El Paso smelter
is reached only through moth-- 1
piness
for treatment.
erhood, in the clasping of her child
Organ It is stated that the
within her arms. Tet the mother-to-mine is- soon to be in be is often fearful ot nature's ordeal
active operation. The mine has been and shrinks from the suffering inciBut for
the dent to its consummation.
level,
developed to the 400-fovein being 40 feet wide at the bottom nature's Ills and discomforts nature
level. It is planned to continue sink- provides remedies, and in Mother's
ing the shaft and run levels every Friend is to be found a medicine ot
100 feet.
Large reserves of silver great value to every expectant mother,
and lead ore are in sight There are It is an emulsion for external
a 250-toconcentrating mill, compres- application, composed of ingredients
sors, drills and engines and several which act with beneficial and sooth
ing effect on those portions of the
buildings on the property.
It is Intended to
Mogollon A tunnel has been start- system Involved.
ed on J. T. Gunn's claim on Copper prepare the system for the crisis, and
creek which will give a depth of 150 thus relieve, in great part, the suffermother
which
the
usually
through
ing
feet at the apex of the ore shoot that
was struck a short time ago. The passes. The regular use of Mother's
repay any mother in the
tunnel will be driven on the vein Friend willaffords
comfort
it
before, and the help-- .
which is 70 feet wide in places.
ful restoration to health and strength
it brings about after baby comes,
A really effective kidney and blad Mother's Friend
der medicine must first stop the pro- is for sale at
gress of the disease and then cure the drug stores.
conditions that cause it Use Foley Write for our
Kidney Pills for all kidney and blad- free book for
der troubles and urinary irregulari- expectant moth
ties. They are safe and reliable. ers .which contains much valuable
They help quickly and permanently. information, and many suggestions oi
In the yellow package,- For sale by a helpful nature.
all druggists.
ttADfmD IECUUT0I CO., Auwta. C
gold-minin- g

n

300-fo-

e

250-to- n

above-mentione- d
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entire country
SIUR
to the fact
waking

Pi

is

up
is as conelse
that nothing
ducive to health and pleasure
as Hot and Cold water in the
house. Most progressive
families are adding it to
J $
their homes. $ $ $

I!

us;-

7Ae

Majestic Range

gives more hot water, with
less fuel, than any other range.

Ample hot water for hoth
bath and

FOES

SMJS

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

BY

THE OLD GUARD
LOSING FAST

czen.

Why Import Mineral Water?

r : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
Correspondence from Raton gives
some interesting figures on the political situation in the kingdom of
Colfax. One year ago at the repubof
lican primary in precinct 6, in the
Gate city, one hundred and one voAle
Hifch
ters were present, showing that interest was wide spread. Last Tues- Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave
day night a like republican primary
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
was held in the same precinct The
attendance was ten persons including seven office holders or party officials. By the frantic use' of the telephone, two or three more were induced to show up making a total of
less than fifteen in all, which seems
to be about all that is left of the old
standpat organization in Raton.
The change in political conditions
iu Colfax county is remarkable, and
the progressive party is growing
lines of
stronger every day. The
the organization of the old guard are
rent asunder and beyond the possibility of repair.
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHSERIOUS ACCIDENT.
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporMr. Jack Wofford
experienced a
tant part. The grandfather would
very painful but not necessarily serious accident last Saturday when the
be amazed at the radiance of the modteam he was driving became unmanern home and why all this light? To
ageable and ran off into a gulch, turning the wagon over and throwing him
make the home more homelike to make
underneath it. Just previous to the
accident one of the mules in the team
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
became unruly and broke loose from
for father, mother and children. Good light
the wagon ; it was caught by Leonard
Goins, who, with the assistance of
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
Guy McPherson, had jut,t finished
desired.
it when the accident happened. Mr. Wofford is able to walk about
now with some difficulty and is ImSierra Free Press.
proving.

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds
Soda,
Ball Ginger
Special

orders at

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

CO.

LIGHT
IN

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that can
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
NATIONAL

BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
sent free. Price 75
Testimonials
cents per bottle. Sold by all

Take Hall's Family Pills for con
stipation.

JUL IUSLMURALTER

POW
N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

the button and
Is
stove
ready to cook your
your
to
use, your toasted
iron ready
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad n'ght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.
IENT as to touch

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

The Tailor

1

n

CHICAGO,
NEW YORK,

1912.

5,

The

n

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS

SEPTEMBER

PAVlLLlON CLOSED
AT CLOUDCROFT
WITH SUPPER

BACKACHE

Morton's Gap,Kentucky.- -'I suffered
two years with female disorders, my
neaitn was very Daa
and I had a continual
backache which was
simply awful. I could
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
not stand on my feet
TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
long enough to cook
a meal's victuals
without my back
nearly killing me,
and I would have
such dragging sensations I could hardly
bear it. I had sore
ness in each side, could not stand tight
clothing, and was irregular. I was completely run down. On advice I tookLvdia E. Pinkham's "Vegetable ComDound and am enjoying good health. It
STOCK FOOD.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
is now more than two years and I have
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages not had an ache or pain since. I do all
ALFALFA SEED.
my own work, washing and everything,
and never have backache any more. I
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
think your medicine is grand and I praise
it to all my neighbors. If you think my
testimony will help others you may pub

Also

THURSDAY,

SANTA FE MEW MEXICAN
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Will clean, press repair

or alter Ladies and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Rooms With Bath,

Washington Avenue.
EPhone Black 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered,

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..

THURSDAY,

SEPTEMBER

5,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

1912.

PACE THREE
NOTICE

Every Woman

VLwrroDKLmTm

FOR PUBLICATION.

WANTS

Department of Jhe Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
it Interested and should know
about the wonrirrfui
August 22, 1912.
MARVEL Whirling Spray
Notice is hereby given that Leopol-dibe new vaginal syringa.
Best most convenient, 7t
Two furniHhed rooms for rent at
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
New York, Sep 5. Mayor Gaynor Henry Harrison Childs, a maker of
Cleanses instantly.
on May 27, 1907. made Home- - Presbyterian Manse.
who,
has announced the appointment of a washing powders in Brooklyn. He Ask your druggist for i
SW
steady Entry No. 11519 for N
he cannot supply
citizens' committee of four hundred left to his children an estate of 2 mil- IfMARVEL,
NE
accept no other?
NW
SW
SE
FOR RENT C room house with,
Tailor-Mad- e
to prepare for the entertainment of lion dollars, and when Irving became but sent! stamp lot Illustrated
Section 34, Township 15 N., Range 9 furniture or not, Aug. 20, D. S.
i.
book sealed. It gives full particu
aW
officers and seamen of the Atlantic of age he received about $500,000 as lars and directions ,..vnluaMeto ladies.
E N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
MARVEL CO..tasl2Jo tlrcel.Ni
(ark
fleet to be mobilized here October 12. his share.
of intention to make
proof, to
He was to receive, according to the
One hundred and twenty ships, of
establish claim to the land above deon
that
he
the
work
FOR SALE Two story residence on
office,
tangmay
on his
will be first class terms of the will, $700,000
which thirty-twled affairs of several wrecked banks scribed, before Register or Receiver, Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. C.
es
twenty-fiftin
the
will
be Included
ready-madbirthday.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
battleships,
between poor
badly
Watson & Co.
The young man started for the! with which he was connected.
fleet, representing a total displaceMexico, on the 15lh day of October,
made-to-ord- er
hot
of
does
take
all
work
But
this
fine
and
ment of more than 736,644 tons. The lights of Broadway shortly after hej
1912.
FOR SALE Fine black driving
committee will prepare for the enter- bad come into the first part of his for- Robin's time during office hours. His
kind. You can see
Claimant names as witnesses:
big differ,
Dr. Louise Ilabinovitch, spends
horse and good buggy. Apply 257 San
of more than one thousand tune, and he never left them for a Bister,
tainment
Pedro
y
Ortiz
Juan
Pino,
Ortiz,
one looking
so can
several hours with him every day. and
ence
Francisco street.
you
commissioned officers, three hundred very long time after he started.
the pair have made more than $250,000 jAgustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
Chorus
t
automo-j
twenty-eighofficers
and
same
girls,
warrant
champagne,
all of Galisteo, N. M.
They cost
FOR SALE National
Cash Regbiles, dinners and suppers came with' in stock speculation since Robin has
enlisted men.
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Tailor-Mad- e
in
been
leads in thousand
in service
jail.
ister two drawers practically new,
The domestic relations court has his expenditures. He became known
Register.
He expects to get a pardon in reO. C. Watson & Co.
and in wear
proved such a popular institution that as one of the best little spenders who turn for
economy
his services to the state in
nt
ever
had
entertained
th
vmnina
it has entirely outgrown Its quarters
PUBLICATION.
FOR
NOTICE
certain
is no comparison.
hlE Providing evidence against
FOR SALE The Walter residence
and as a result the Yorkville court the white litrhts. ami l,P
anu he and hi BiLt('r Department of the Interior,
so
toolher
work
that
he
was
151
long
known
at
East
furnishings. Apply
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. and household
building
on
omce
are
moving ineir
nguring
405
Palace
at
street will shut down on Sunday for hundreds of persons who live by beresidence,
1912.
roomings
22,
Tailor-Mad- e
Aug.
from the jail to some location further
Ave
P.
Jose
Notice
is
that
repairs. It is expected it will take coming parasites of just such young down town,
hereby
given
and going into the brok-- j
Gonzales of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
three or four months to arrange mat- men.
are really
There's no more inviting abode in erage business.
only clothes worthy of ters In the structure's Interior
so that
FOR SALE Good team of young:
April 1, 1907, made homestead entry
G A LLU P'SnN EWBA N K.
consideration.
for NE
Section mountain horses, for driving or ridNo. 109661-0407there will be room In the future for New York City than a jail provided
W. H. Morris returned from Santa 3b, Township 19 North, Range 10 East, ing. Santa Fe Hardware and Supply
New York's wrangling wives and hus- you have money.
It is a notorious fact that the Fe the early part of the week New Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed Co.
bands.
Plans are being formulated here to "Alimony club," which tenants the Lud- whither he had gone to file incorpor notice of intention to make five-yecommemorate the centenary of the low street jail, anil is composed of ation papers for the Morris State! proof to establish claim to the land
Position as governess, 3 years
I have brought from New York,
birth of Sir Isaac Pitman, the inventor gentlemen who are .serving sentences, bank. The establishment of this above described, before Register or teacher In east; 23 years and well.
bank came as a surprise to the peo- Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa Splendid references; also stenographmodern shorthand. Mr. Pitman rather than provide for their
fashion
and they are of
is as comfortable and jolly a ple of the town, but the fact that no Fe, New Mexico, on the 17th day of er. Edna Walborn, Van Wert, O.
was born in England one hundred
1912.
to be made up into
now
years ago next January. The exer- coterie of individuals as may be found less a man than Mr. Morris is behind October,
names as witnesses:
Claimant
have
success
and
an
assures
its
excellent it,
stability
cise will be held coincidentally with anywhere. They
TYPEWRITERS.
you
Francisco
Eucamacion Gonzales,
similar celebrations in Canada and chef, and spend their time reading from the beginning. It is understood
ana repaired. New
Cleaned,
adjusted
and loafing in very cozy apartments.
that a new building will go up be- Domingucz, M. Dominguez and Rafaei platens furnished. Ribbons and
England.
Sam Schepps, Jack Rose, Bridgy tween the postoffice and the McKinley Montoya, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
This city's first experiment in muplies. Typewriters sold, exchangee
CDME IN AND LDDK OVER THE FABRICS
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and rented. Standard makes handled.
nicipal ownership, the Staten Island Webber and Harry Vallon, who are County bank and a second story put
Register All repair work and typewriters guarand Brooklyn
ferry system, has being at least temporarily inconven- on the postoffice building. Accordanteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter
shown a loss of $0,625,000 in less than ienced because of some alleged con- ing to present plans and speculatNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
seven years, an average of $3,000 a nection with the assassination of Her- ions, the building when completed,
change. Phone 231.
day, according to a report submitted man Rosenthal, are having a very will be the finest in Gallup, having a Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
to Mayor Gaynor by Raymond B. Fos- - nice time in the West Side prison. marble front, etc. The new InstituBoys and Girls going to Grades or
August 15, 1912.
dick, commissioner of accounts. The Their meals are sent in, they play tion will be ready for business in Pecos Forest.
High School its the cart before the
Notice is hereby given that Kamon horse.
Learn Shorthand and Typeferry plant represents an investment penny ante, and the clothes which Mr. about two weeks The Incorporators
Schepps has sent in from the Fifth are W. H. Morris, Stella R. Morris, Quintana of Pecos, New Mexico, wno, writing first, then attend the Public
of $10,700,000.
The successful effort of Jacob Haas, avenue haberdasher, are making Mr. George W. Riddell, Jr. Mr. Morris on August 2S, 1907, made Homestead School, and the result will be teo
SW
A. E.
will be president, Stella R. Morris, Entry No. 11930, for S
times higher. Why? The "why" i
a laborer, 34 years old, to end his life, Schepps sartocially famous.
S,
Section
NW
5, N
Section
cashMr.
Riddell
and
Rois
most clear you do all your lessons
G.
in
also
also
Then
there
resulted
the death of his two
Joseph
THE TAILOR TO LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, EAST SIDE OF PLAZA.
M.
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N.
e
in Shorthand, and take teacher's talk
sons, John and Samuel, 6 and 5 years bin,
president of the North- ier. The capital stock is $30,000.
Principal Meridian, has filed notice of as well, and at home, or at our day
old,
early today. Haas ended his ern bank, who is in the Tombs, await- Gallup Republican.
r
to
to
make
Intention
proof,
life by inhaling gas in his apartment ing sentence on a conviction of grand
Mrs. J. N. Hill, HoliierTOa., has used establish claim to the land above de- or night gathering, or from 4 to 5
In Second avenue.
The boys, sleep- larceny.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for scribed, before Register or Receiver, o'clock after leaving school, you typeRobin has an office on the fourth years, and says she always recom- LT. S.
IS THE TIME to NEW COURT HOUSE IN ing In the same room, also were aseverything. Oh! it's the senItnd Office at Santa Fe, New write
sible way, isn't It? We will lend you
floor of the criminal courts building, mends it to her friends. "It never
phyxiated.
Mexico, on the 11th day of October a
good machine at your home for
Porch,
Irving W. Childs, spender, is dead. which adjoins the Tombs. He Is taken fails to cure our coughs and colds 1912.
Come in say what you can
to it every morning at eight and re- and prevents croup.
We have five
He lasted four years from his
practice.
VALENCIA
Claimant mimes as witnesses:
for
and Lawn Sets, Swings
ond
to his twenty-sixth- .
His mains until three in the afternoon. children and always give them Foley's
Ricarilo Valencia, Jose Maria Gar pay weekly. WE are not robbers,
He has a telephone, and the service Honey and Tar Compound for a cold, duno, Prudencia Gonzales, all of Pe we don't want a lump of cash down.
will bury him, and his
family
AwningsandScreensmad COUNTY COMMISSIONERS INSTRUCT THE tranged wife and baby will mourn of a stenographer who formerly work- and they are all soon well. We would
So much a week, that's all. Parents,
cos, N. M.; Aniceto Gonzales, of San
to order by one who know
this method saves you $1000 come
ed for him in the Northern bank. Dis- not be without it in our house." For ta Fe, New Mex.
him.
CLERK TO AT ONCE ASK FOR BIDS -in; we'll prove it.
Childs was the son of William trict Attorney Whitman gives him the sale by all druggists.
Ladders
MANUEL R. OTERO,
how.
Some Scholars attend School, and
PURPOSE IS TO SHUT BELEN OUT AT
Register
specialty.
take our Business Course as a past-tim- e
ONCE.
study. It can be done by deter-- !
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
mined
persevering scholars between
of
the
Department
Interior,
4 and 5 o'clock daily, or evenings at
Los Lunas, N. M., Sept. 5. The
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
104 Galisteo
But we say, "One thing at a
county commissioners of Valencia
New Mexico, Aug. 30, 1912. ;7:30.
and well done at that. The
time,"
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M county have instructed the clerk to
NOTICE is hereby given that
at once advertise for" bids for the
day method is Shorthand
Sandov.ii, of Lamy, N. M., who, present
and Typewriting first, then High
erection of a new court house at Los
S.
1!)0C,
made
Homestead
o:i March
Lunas to replace the one recently deSection School, if wanted. The best spellers,
Entry No. 9011, for NW
and clever boys and girls,
court
fire.
old
the
When
stroyed by
11, Township 13 N., Range 11 E , N. M. writers,
house was burned, the fight which
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten are those who never waste their time,
and parents their money, on a High
for
has been waged intermittently
tion to make Five-yea- r
proof, to es
years between Belen and Los Lunas
tablish claim to the land above de- School first. What use is a Graduate
with a Diploma, if he 'er can't spell,
over the county seat question was at
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
once resumed. There is a law on the
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., write, or know anything to merit a
suitable situation; a shocking waste
statute books which provides that
on the 8th day of October, 1912.
of time and money.
The cart is beno election may be held to change the
names
Claimant
witnesses:
as
"All Go ids at Right Prices" county seat of any county where the
fore the horse.
of
N.
M.;
Eulogio Sandoval,
Lamy,
town proposed, is within twelve miles
Finally, Parents be sensible to your
Jose Larranaga, of Lamy, N. M.;
13 THE MOTTO OF
seat.
That
the
law,
of
existing county
Feliberto Martinez, of Lamy, N. M.; own interests and your child's, and
come to the Santa Fe Business Colit is said, was designed especially to
Luciano Ortega, Lamy, N. M.
lege this day.
take care of Los Lunas as Los Lunas
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and Belen are just safely within the
Register.
bounds. It is said that the citizens
do Valencia of Pecos, New Mexico,
of Belen, who are backed by a large
made
who, on September 3, 1907,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Homestead Entry No. 11952 for N
number of people in that section of
SE
SW
SW
SE
SE
the county, now compelled to travel
Department of the Interior,
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL.
Section
6, Township 17 N., Range 12
miles by circuitous routes to get to
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
E N. M. P. Meridian, has filed nothe county- seat, will seek an injunc
August 22, 1912.
Francisco
309
r
tion to prevent the building of the
Notice is hereby given that Jose N. tice of intention to make
new court house until the next legisGonzales of Galisteo, N. M who, on proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register or
lature has a chance to repeal the law
May 27, 1907, made Homestead Entry
in question. The action of the county
No. 11515, for S
Section 33, Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
SE
Democratic
commissioners in so promptly order
S
SW
Section 34, Township Fe, New Mexico, on the 11th day of
15 North, Range 9 East, N. M.
P, October, 1912.
ing bids, is said to be an effort to beat
Claimant names as witnesses:
to
court
and
Belen
the
make
house
of
filed
inten
notice
Meridian, has
State Convention the county seat at Los bunas per- Prudencio Gonzales, Ramon Quin-tontion to make
proof, to establish
Pablo A. Gonzales, Caslmiro
manent by the building of such a
claim to the land above described, be
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. costly structure that it would be a
fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Gallegos, all of Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
waste of money to move the county
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, .on
September 9th, 1912.
Hegister.
the 15th day of October, 1912.
seat.
Fare from
One and One-fif- th
Claimant names as witnesses:
ON THE FIRING LINE IN A THEORETICAL BATTLE
Antoine Deloria, Postmaster at GarTHE SOLDIERS ARE FIRING, BUT THERE'S
All Points in New Mexico to
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino, Au. SPRINGER FAIR.
NO SMOKE BECAUSE THEY ARE USING SMOKELESS POWDER "IN JURED" SOLDIERS.
den,
Mich., knows the exact facts
Estanislado
Pena,
gustine Montoya,
At a meeting of th. business men
when he speaks of the curative value
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., AND RETURN
all ot Galisteo, New Mexico.
and fair management last Tuesday
of Foley Kidney Pills.
He
says:
MANUEL R. OTERO,
evening, the dates for the 18th annual
"From my own experience I recomBlair, Remembering the how, we didn't call it that. I was blood of thousands of men. The
Dates of Sale, Sept. 6 to 9
Register.
Colfax County fair, at Springer, were
Horrors of the Great Civil War, with Company A of the 142d Pennsyl-vaniamend Foley Kidney Pills, as a great
ground was soaked with blood. We
Return Limit, Sept. 14, 1912
set for September
The differThe rebs was pepperin' us didn't think nothin' of it. If we'd
Tells What He Thinks of Uncle
for kidney trouble. My fathFOR PUBLICATION.
remedy
NOTICE
ent committees were named and the
er was cured of kidney disease and
Sam's Recent Army Maneuvers from a hill.
our hearts would have brok- Department of the interior,
thought,
men in charge are already working in
$4.15
"Now, if we'd been playin' at war, en.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M a good many of my neighbors were
Throughout the United States, and
earnest to make this years' fair bigger
cured by Foley Kidney Pills." For
"We didn't think of food. Here these Pecos Natl. Forest, August 15, 1912.
Why Sham Fighting Fails of Its some judges with white bands on
ever
and
than
The
before.
better
Notice is hereby t'lven that Ricar- - sale by all druggists.
H. S. LLTZ, Agt.,
Purpose It's a Game, Played Ac- their sleeves would 'a' come along, soldiers complain and I don't blame
premium list will be larger than ever,
to Rules, But It Don't Take looked at our 'position' and scored 'em because they have to eat sowSanta Fe, - - New Mexico. the live stock exhibits greater and the cording
Into Consideration the Hot Passions one for the rebs.
belly instead of lamb chops and green
agricultural display not to be excelled
Men.
of
peas. We just banged away and
our
went
"But
that
hill,
up
cavalry
by any county fair in the state. There
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
banged away, and when our rifles
field
our
went
and
the
after
artillery
will be a good sporting program,
Department of the Interior.
Joseph S. Blair whanged cavalry. Judges would say 'taint pos- got too hot to handle, we threw 'em
automobile
street
carnival,
barbecue,
a gnarled right fist into a calloused sible for
"V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
to go up a hill and away and picked up cool ones from
races, and in fact something doing left palm. With his physical eyes he
. atnnBartillery
wflI1.
nrH1Inrv HM the stiff hands of dead men.
August 9, 1912.
every day to interest everyone.
was watching young soldiers playing:
Pecos Forest.
"And all around us were dead and
walIs
or
the
tnrough em
Stockman.
at the game of war. With the eyes itover
,em Yw dying men. Some of the dying envied
An(1 u.
Notice is hereby given that Miguel Springer
,am.hnn,
nftr
of his mind he was reviewine Fred- - we were mad.
Lamy care of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos,
Technically, we were the dead and called on us to end
HERE AT HOME.
the licked. Accordin'
Wilderness,
ericksburg, the
New Mexico, on August 23, 1907, made
to the rules, we them. But in others the love of life
is
It
like
the
following
testimony
Bloody Angle and Gettysburg.
Homestead Application No.
a chance. But we went was strong, and they begged us to
didn't
have
so
s
that has placed Doan Kidney Pills
S 2 NW
NE
for SW
The invading Reds "the Japs," up and over that hill like hell fire, stop and help them, to give them
NW 4 SW
Section 8, Township far above competitors. When people they were called by some had left and we chased the rebs down the water for the love of God! And
17 N., Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, right here at home raise their voice their base and driven the home de- other side. And we licked 'em!
some of them wept like babies, and
has filed notice of intention to mak in praise there is no room left for fending Blues back. They had burned
some moaned, and some screamed.
"One
last
said
Blair
week,"
day
of
Read
statement
doubt.
the public
r
final
much powder on both sides and in- with seeming irrelevance, "I cut my And some of them gritted their teeth
proof, to establlBr a Santa
citizen:
Fe
to
the
land
above
be
claim
described,
dulged in much scientific and tech- thumb.
my wife, and died. And we went right on
'Joseph,' says
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa nical "fighting."
fore Register or Receiver, V. S. Land
matter?'
the
'what's
'Cut
thumb banging away, payin' no attention to
my
& Rio
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex., on the Fe, N. M., says: "I deem it a pleasure
I says. And before you could 'em.
a
saw
leetle'
did
their
The
and
judges
duty
to confirm the public statement I gave
9th day of October, 1912.
"There is a picture in my mind
in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills about it. The Blues, they said, were whip 'a' say 'Jack Robinson,' the' whole
Claimant names as witnesses:
IN EFFECT
was runnin' every which way this minit. A picture of a boy
house
almost
annihilated.
desigped,
They
seven
I
be
to
found
them
years ago.
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales,
was
so
and
this
excited
the
nated
that
hole
family
awful
battalion,
in
and
his
company,
an
they
an
,
grinnin',
excellent remedy and I have never
of Pecos, New Mexico; Manuel Delga-dodidn't know if they was on their side. Then he doubled up like a
of Santa Fe, New Mexico; Juan hesitated to vouch for their merit as "out of action."
don't prove nothin'!" said ex- - beads or their heels.
jack-knif"It
an
when
been
has
L
Mexico.
New
presentopportunity
ol
Pecos,
Ramirez,
Blair.
are
"These
Private
"It wasn't no technical game at
"I'm
boys
reminded
ed.
play
of
crowd
two
was
it
in
that
For
I
bad
by
R.
years
MANTTEL
shape
OTEJRO,
It's a fine technical game, of fellers over there." Here Blair Gettysburg. There wasn't no judges
Reglstet from backache and' kidney trouble and ing a game. war.
The Reds ain't hot jerked his thumb in the direction of to decide which side was licked. We
when Doan's Kidney Pills were but it ain't
to my notice, I resolved to with the passion of conquest. The a group of khaki-clamen surrounding weren't scorin' points. We were
brought
T. L. Parka, Murrayville, Ga., Route
them. I procured a box and they Blues ain't inflamed with hate. They a soldier who had sprained his ankle. fighting. We fought from daylight till
try
recentwas
and
73rd
1, is in his
year,
not only drove away bachache, but ain't mad, or even scairt. The judges
"THEN WE HAD TEN."
dark, and then we laid down on the
ly cured of a bad kidney and bladder regulated the passages of the kidney play the game accordln' to the rules.
"A cut thumb or a sprained ankle
ground and slept like
trouble. He says himself: "I have secretions and toned
up my entire If your position is better'n my posi- is an awful thing in peace time. children sound, dreamless sleep
suffered with my kidneys. My back system."
tion, score one for you. But they don't When the war started, my company with the groans of the wounded for
ached and I was annoyed with bladFor sale by all dealers. Price 50 take into consideration that you're was full strength of over a hundred. our lullaby.
to
For information
I can truthfully centu. Foster-Milbuder irregularities.
Co., Buffalo, fighting mad and don't give a dang We had 30 men on the morning of the
"This game is all right. It's good
say, one 50c bottle of Foley Kidney New York, sole agents for the United how good my position is.
write
call on
any D. & R. G. Agent or
first day at Gettysburg. When the exercise. It teaches the boys a lot.
Pills cured me entirely." They con- States.
"I'm minded of a little go we had at day ended we had 10!
It's fun, too. But It ain't war."
tain no habit forming drugs. For
&
Fe.
A.,
W. D. Shea, T. F.
Remember the name Doan's and Warrington, Va., just before Fred"We had blood on our shoes if "Your candid opinion, then "
sale by all druggists.
take no other.
"Is that it don't prove nothin'!"
ericksburg. It wasn't a battle any- - we had shoes. Not our blood, but the
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Amateur
WHITE SOX VS. LAS
VEGAS NEXT SUNDAY.
The fast Meadow City baseball
team will come down next Sunday
trying to gat revenge for their defeat
at the hands of the White Sox two
weeks Ago at Las Vegas. The Las
Vegas boys have reinforced their team
greatly and next Sunday they will try
to turn the tables on the Santa Fe
champions. The game was to have
been played last Sunday, but was postponed on account of the death of Miguel Ortiz, father of Manager Daniel
C. Ortiz.
Everything is now in readiness for the game Sunday, and the
local fans will witness the best contest of the season as both teams are
very evenly matched. Two weeks ago
the White Sox defeated the Meadow
Vegas by the
City bunch at Las
close score of 4 to 2, and next Sunday the score maybe closer, and all
the fans should turn out to root for
the home boys.

Wood, the Homewood
player, and
Hamilton Kerr, the Vermont golfer,
was o up on Paul Hunter of Midlothian. Evans was 4 up of Schmidt
at the end of the first 18 holes.
Norman Hunter withdrew from the
third round, leaving Wood to enter
Hunter
the
by default.
suffered a slight sunstroke this morning, which became evident after the
first IS holes and physicians said it
would be dangerous for him to expose himself to the afternoon, sun.
Hunter finished one down.
semi-final-

s

thirst

A
A

I

Ulass of California Wine w ill
put blood in your veins I
Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your

troubles

!

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.

255 San Francisco

AM Ml
li
feWl
'P

flfiADQ
Phone 239 W

St.

YES,
NOW

HERE

you
GET

IS
TO

Remington

Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
St. Louis
Brooklyn
Boston ...

"3

...

AMERICAN

Boston
Washington
Philadelphia
Chicago
Detroit
Cleveland
New York
St. Louis

62
62
55
46
.

.38

.640
.579
.500

45
53
62
66
72
78
87

.484

.433
.371
.304

THC

LEAGUE.
"Won

Lost

Pet.

90

37
52
52
63
71
72
80
83

.709
.600
.590
.500
.454
.433
.365
.347

7S
75
63
59
55
46
44

WESTERN LEAGUE.
Won Lost
Denver
Omaha
St. Joseph

Des Moines

Lincoln
Sioux City

Wichita
Topeka

84
81
75
70
68
65
66
47

Pet. MYSTERIOUS
.596

57
60
62
65
71
73
75
91

New

York-a- t
Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh at St. Louis.
Boston at Brooklyn.
Chicago at Cincinnati.

2

Philadelphia at New York,
Washington at Boston.
Cleveland at Chicago.
St. Louis at Detroit.

2

AMERICAN.

In accordance with the instruction?
ot the executive committee of the progressive party of the state, on the
12th day of August, 1912, a state progressive convention is hereby called,
tc. be held in the city of
Albuquerque.
New Mexico, on the 10th day of September, at the hour of two o'clock p.
ai., to nominate one candidate for representative to congress-- and three
presidential electors, and the transaction of such other business as may
properly come before the convention.

TEM MINUTES LATER.

j

ON A TREE.

.574

.547
Seattle, Wash., Sept. 5. Advices
.519 received at Dawson, Y. T., over the
.489 trial from the mouth of the MaKen-zi- e
river, say that Indians brought
.471
.468 in word to Fort McPhersons that
.341 they had found strange writings on
a tree east of the MacKenzie' delta,

TODAY'S GAMES.

PERSONALS.

OF SUPERIOR MERIT IN

AITIIITI!

YIAUI

Assorted Seals and Stickers.
Embossed Gummed Stamps Assorted.
'
2 Christmas
Metallic Cartridge Co.
Greeting Tags and
Cards.
New York City
IS
2 Large Imported Christmas Tags.
4 Medium
Christmas
Tags and'
Cards.
thereof cast for the republican candi
4 Small Christmas Tags and Cards.
date for delegate to congress at tho
20 Assorted Christmas
and New
general election of 1908.
Year Post Cards.
If contest shouM arise before the
3 Double Christmas and New Year
state convention, the papers in regard Booklets.
thereto should be delivered to the sec- 1 Triplicate Wall Calendar for 1913.
retary of the state central committee, 202 ASSORTED PIECES
at least twenty-fou- r
(24) hours beIn all colors and sizes, embossed
fore said convention meets. All ere- - and Plain, Imported and Domestic.
dentials and proxies should be deliv-The use of these beautiful emblems
ered to the secretary in the forenoon of
Holiday Cheer is now so prevalent
on the day of the convention.
a gift seems lacking in Christmas-sentimen- t
M. A. OTERO,
without them.
Chairman.
There is no limit in the uses
GEO. W. PRICHARD,
these Cards, Tags and Stamp-ma- y
Secretary.
be adapted.
They emphasize in a special manIt will not pay you tc waste your
tlem writing out your legal form ner the innate feelings of the heart
in accord with
'wnen yu caa 6e thorn already print
CHRIST'S BLESSING OF
Kvw Mexiflbn Priptiin
ed at th
"Peace on Earth to Men of Good Will"'
Company.
1G

'

CONVENTION,

3
3
9

.,82

'

McKinley
Mora

Albuquerque,

10;

,
,

4

j

J

.'.'.'.'.'... ,.14J

Otero

6

Quay
Rio Arriba

. . ; : .". .'.".'.' . .
.

.'. . . .10
15!
Si

..... .......

Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan

9

':

San Miguel

5
29

111 I

150

.12
,

AITAUTITV
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The Contents Consist of:

16

Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna

I

I UIIU

1

'

Dona

SANTA FE BEAUTIFUL
IS MR. MORLEY'S PLEA

CHRISTMAS PACKAGE

Until after the election in this state
nrst Tuesday in joveniDer,
of the
1912, the several counties
state are entitled to representation iu
the above convention as follows:
They shall be entitled to double the
Work for the New Mexican. It U
number of delegates that represented
said counties in the progressive con- working for you, for Santa Fe and
vention held at the city o Albuquer- the new state.
que, on the 29th day of July last, and
on such basis of representation, each
PROGESSIVE
county shall be entitled to the following number of delegates:
24
Bernalillo
PARTY STATE
9
Chaves
Curry

where Hubert Darrell, the Arctic
plorer was last seen. The Indians
promised to bring in the writing on
games. their next trading expedition. Darrell went eastward from the MacKenzie in 1910, and has long been
vengiven up for lost. Numerous
turesome prospectors are seeking
games. gold along the tributaries of the
MacKenzie, a returning traveler

A GRAND

-

on tne

Colfax

ex-

lUO.

j

,

LETTERS
FOUND

WHERE THEY PLAY
NATIONAL,

PROGRESSIVE CALL
STATE CONVENTION

BUT RIGLER SAID
McGEE WAS OUT
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 5. President Fogel, of the Philadelphia National league club, this afternoon sent
a telegram to President Lynch, of the
league, protesting today's first game
with New York, which the visitors
won 8 to 1.
The ground for the protest is that
t mpire Rigler Illegally called out
Sherwood McGee,
notwithstanding
that Catcher Wilson dropped the ball
while running down the left fielder
in the sixth inning.

n

J

HOW THEY

85
80

Arms-Unio-

2P9 Broadway

EflT
ON

'11

special system of wadding gives at 25 yds. a spread equal
to that of a standard shell at 40 yds. and with
greater
penetration.
The Keel lining gives the I peed plus perfect pattern.
Get a box
You local dealer has them.
Try them on a paper target with your old duck gun.

SOMETHING--

BUSY

y:

,,

A

BY MEEK.
run

i

I.J

row and Nilro Club steel Ii'nr1
scatterload shot shells open ud vour Dattern so even I v tkat
your bird can neither get too much nor too little.

t

t,

'

Scatterload
v
and' make your choke bore
gun good in brush or thicket.

I !

Are You a Seller? An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real
tate on the market effectively. It wth
put the facts of your property before
the eye f all possible buyers.

A little want ad costs but a few
cents and brings wonderful results
wuen puuusueu in me
ew Mexican,.

When they're apt to
get up close, slip in a

..

IMPORTED
and DOMESTIC

1912.
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U. A. Smith, Bridgeton, Ind., had
kidney trouble for years, and was so
crippled with rheumatism he could
not dress without help. He started
using Foley Kidney Pills, and says:
"I began to get better at once, and
now all my trouble has left me and I
do not feel that I ever had rheumatism. I rest well all night and tho'
59 years old, can now do the work
of a man of 35 years, I would like
to be the means of others getting-benefi- t
from Foley Kidney Pills."
Refuse substitutes. For sale oy all
druggists.

clnao

An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Letup's Beer will kill your

ii

If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your orCadillac, Mich., Sept. 5. Ad. Wol-gas- der with the New Mexican Printing
light weight pugilistic champion prices will be quoted upon request
of the world, sustained an apparentOur styles and torais are strictly up
ly severe injury to his right arm to- lo dat
day while cranking his motor car. A
physician declared the accident will
keep Wolgast out of the ring for six
NOBODY
weeks, which if true, means that his
match with Packey McFarland in New
York this month will probably
be
postponed.
As soon as possible Wolgast's
in
jured arm will be placed under an
5kTiW!,
The fighter cried bitterly
while being treated in a doctor's of
STAND fice and apparently seemed to realize
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
with McFarland will
that his
Won Lost Pet. have to befight
called off, at least
.691
38

New York
Chicago

Ther mn'tffet too

W

Capital Bar

iffs.

AD WOLGAST
INJURES ARM
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EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

Washington, D. C, Sept. 5. Protesting that they had been overcharged many thousands of dollars on export cotton shipments, by the railcotton exroads of Texas, thirty-eigh- t
porters in Texas, Massachusetts,
Louisiana and Tennessee, asked the
interstate commerce commission, to
investigate the rates of lines that
were accused of illegally increasing
the rates lor through bills of lading
to foreign ports when the Texas railtar- way commission reduced local
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For this occasion the Santa
Fe wil sell tickets , from all
points in New Mexico to Albuquerque and return at one and
fare for, the round

one-fist-

HAVE YOUR ORDER REGISTERED
IN TIME.
As last Year's suppry was exhausted before late demands could be filled.
CHRISTMAS DAY.
The Greatest, most Honored of all
Holidays the World over, may be Joy
fully remembered and honored in use
of our Christmas Packet which will be
delivered to any address on following

TERMS.
This Packet and the Weekly
one year only $1.00 (The re
gular subscription rate).
The Weekly Enquirer is today bno
of the best
Metropolitan
Weeklies published. It is National
(not local) and not a magazine. Its

h

trip.

;

Send for Sample Copy and you will
bo convinced.

$4.15

Agents wanted everywhere
commission.
Address all orders to

FROM SANTA FE, N. M.
DateS of Sale, Sept. 6th to 9th.
Return Limit, Sept. I4tb,

1912.

.
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Carrigan; Cashion and WOMEN ORGANIZE
fare fir the round trip from ail
Henry.
FOR WILSON ALSO. benches, etc., etc., all over the city must attract the tourists if the city is
Colo. Springs,
points in New Mexico.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 5. Under the wherever spots are to be beautified. to grow.
Pueblo,
Lake,
At New York 2nd game R. H. E. auspices of the Women's Woodrow
$4.15 FROM SANTA FE
New York
2 4 0 Wilson club, a reception will be held
5 7 j here Friday night.
Invitations have
Philadelphia
Dates of Sale, Sept. I7lh and 18th
CALIFORNIA.
Batteries:
Ford
Fisher,
and been 8nt t0 more than four hundred
Return Limit, Sept I?th.
The worried mother wakes up to hear her baby's heavy bretStW"
a little
bweeney Williams; Plank and Egan. men and women to attend the meetSan Francisco, San Francisco,
Los Angeles,
ing, which is to be the first public cough perhaps the croup or whooping cough. She does not wact to asai' for the
H. S. LUTZ, - - AGENT
doctor when
the trouble does not amount to much. Finally he thinks o
One way via Portland,
San Diego,
meeting of the club since its incor- that medical perhaps
Oakland,
book her father gave her, The Common Sense Medical Adviser, by
poration.
R. V. Pierce, M. D. She says "just the thing to find out what is the matter with
Addresses will be made by several the little dear." Two million households in this country own one and it's to
IN
congressmen, and members of fhe be had for only 31c. in stamps 1,000 peges iu splendid cloth binding. A good
On sale daily, to September 30th.
Princeton club.
family adviser in any emergency. It is for either sex. This is what many women
4 Horse Power
Wheaton, 111., Sept. 5. Jerome
write Dr. Pierce in respect to his " Favorite Prescription," a remedy which has
Return limit, Oct. 31st.
metropolitan champion, had
thousands of melancholy anH miserable women cheerful and happy, by
PRICE, $165.00
Cheyenne, Wyo., Sept. 5. Warren made
V. Phelps three down at the end
the painful womanly diseases which undermine a woman's health and strength.curing
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Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona
With Imported Magneto.
Privileges.
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championship tournament here today.
Baltimore,
Street,
LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.
Md. "Before the storck came to our house I was a very sick
Travers bunkered frequently in the Sheridan, until December 2, in order
woman. I wrote yon for advice which wa? kindly given and
full hearing may be had on 'counthat
morning play.
which made me a diiTerent woman in a short time. After i
Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
sel's motion for a new trial.
"Chick" Evans, one of the four
taking the first bottle of 'Favorite Prescription' I began
Points to Santa Fe; New Mexico. .
improving so that I hardly knew I was in such a condition.
in the round, had his opponoiu my own Housework washinar and irnninor. rookinir.
l
A
Ad.
in
Want
New
the
Mexican
ent Zeinrich Schmidt of Worcester,
sewing, and the worst of all nursed three children who had
two down at the first turn after un- sees more people in one day than you
whooping cough. I hardlv knew of the advent ten minutes
For further information call on or addret,
can
a
before so easy was it. The baby is a fat as butter-bal- l.
see in
month. Try one.
eventful play. Norman Hunter, the
vr. nerce's Favorite Prescription is the best medlHne for
SILENT
RELIABLK.
AND
LIGHT,
eole remaining British in the tourSANTA FE, N. M
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Today's news today. Tou get it In
any woman to take when in this condition. I recommenl It
Has. Zuwbt axd Babe, to all my frienda."
PASH BROS., Affts., Santa Fe.
nament was square v.ith Warren K. :he New M?xican.
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A WOMAN'S WISDOM.
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GOLF GAME
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Pope Motor Cycle

$46.90

$44.35

St.
$50.35

$16.15
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JUST RECEIVED

ALNLETwHE

Low Bust

board at the capitol.
Dr. Frederick M. liialiop
night for London. .Many

last

left
of

his
friends were at th.' depot to bid him
tli
farewell but
dortor merely
checked his luggage there, said farewell to Harvey Lutz, the Santa Fe
agent and then motored
to Laniy
where he .caught rhe California limited for Chicago.
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SWEATERS! SWEATERS! SWEATERS!

Are Here!
MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

DEMING IS
HUSTLING

"2

We have just received the largest
and finest line of SWEATERS for
Men, Women and Children ever
shown in this city. We have all
all colors and sizes and prices in
the very latest styles.

125 Palace Ave.

PRICES

ey maker in arid sections of the
FROM 50c TO
southwest, lie says that this bean
Is of native growth
there, and is
found all over the mountains of this
section. It is about half the size of
the ordinary frijoie bean and produces double the amount per acre,
and is just as nutritious.
He thinks
a
the Mimbres valley would he admirably adapted to the production of
this bean.
There was a committee meeting
Tuesday afternoon of real estate men
appointed at the recent meeting of
For Men, Women, Misses and Children,
the real estate men for the purpose
of looking into the matter of constitu- On all Summer Goods, going
one-ha- lt
tion and
for the purposed
price.
ALL NEW AND
exchange in Deming. This committee
STOCK.
will report at the next general meetMust be moved immediately for Fall Arrivals.
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of the
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a
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present time when Deming lias the
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effectively
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versity
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Col. E. W. Dobson, the well known with his mother.
expect of the tacherV" Dr. J. G.
The Bull Moose convent!,,,,
Molr, member of the board, was on
attorney, came here yesterday from
the Duke City.
Deming precinct was held Saturday the program, but lie was unable to
Louis Freund, a well known jewel- evening and elected eleven
FIRE
due to urgent business. It.
INSURANCE
FIRE
delegates attend
ry salesman from Xew York, is at to the county convention which
will Bedichek spoke on what the scIhk
the Palace hotel.
he held in Deming
authorities may expect fiom the comnext
T3
J. G. Schumann has returned from This convention will send Saturday. munity.
1
The program was interCAN YOU AFFORD
delegates
$1,250 mi
Two Acres in Orchard and
California where he spent some time to the Albuquerque convention to be spersed with musical selections, ono
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We have our own mill run by electricity, and
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aie no trouble to catch. They state, A Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
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few wild turkpv
Where Do You Get Shaved ?
let, oats, kaffir corn, bran, etc.
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his
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Meat
Bone
and
Cut
Green
Saturday morning and broke
Give Him a Trial. East of the Plaza.
100 lb. sack, 3.75
tis collar bone. He immerllntolv
ceived the attention of the
physiEvery farmer and every family that has even a few chickens U
Accurate Work-Qu- ick
Returns !
cian and the fracture is not considershould have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
ed very serious.
their health and makes them lay.
Mr. Rosser, of West
Plains, Mo., has
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
ueeu visinng bis son fcere for some
e nas Just returned now from
nine.
a trip to California, and he
POULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES
reports
that he didn't see anything in CaliforGUARANTEED.
PRATT'S VETERINARY COLIC CURE.
nia which equals the Dming district
as a farming section.
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute inP. O. Valentine and wife of
Ft.
digestion and bloat. This wonderful remedyIt ishasa
Worth, Texas are hero looking for a
record of curing 998 cases out of 1,000.
a
location.
Fire, Life, Accident,
auick.
sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
P. E. Means of Hurley, X. M.,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
spent
50 cents
Price
Saturday in Deming, on business.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
GENERAL STORE.
GORMLEY'S
John Robertson of Ochevedan. Iowa
For
Sale
at
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The Daily Receipts of
'
r.
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
auel
prospecting nere for several
REAL ESTATE
days, has purchased land ahout eiht
PRATT'S GUARANTEED EGG PRODUCER
miles west of Deming. Mr. Robert104 DON GASPER ST.
son states that foe will return here in
Pratt's Poultry Regulator
Telephone 9 W
gapes and common ailments
them into big laya few months to begin the developand
fast
develops
Go Like Hot Cakes
chicks
little
makes
grow
City Property, Farms,
ment of his land.
condition.
in
and
good
laying
fowl
ers.
healthy
Keeps
Ranches, Orchard's,
THEY ARE FINE, TRY THEM
B. M. Grove of Gassaway, W. Va.,
Price, 25 cents
each
with
Full
directions
package,
A live paper makes a live town.
Land Qrants, Etc
arrived in Deming this morning and
STORE.
GENERAL
For Sale at GORMLEY'S
We fare making a live paper. Read it.
will locate here
permanently.
Geo. D. Kendall and wife, of El PaAll kinds of FRUITS and VEGE
PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
320-ACR- E
TABLES received daily. If you so, Texas, spent Monday in Deming.
RANCH
FORHORSES,CATTLE,SHEEP,HOGS,DAlRYCOWS,&c.
J. J. Thornber of
WE WILL MAIL YOU $1 an
Ariz.,
under fence, good improve, want nice Fruits and Vegetables professor of biology ofTucson,
for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
Universi
the
it works directlv on the blood, bowels.
Highest prices pi id for old Gold, Silver,
ments, lots of water. Fine hay call on us. ,
ty of Arizona, was in Deming Tuesold Watches, broken Jewelry and Preit builds up
and
land and farm land with a fine
digestive organs of the animal;
cious Stones.
Of
day. Prof. Thornber is very encholera in its early
MONET BEND BT RETURN Mill,
cures
run-dowhog
horses,
on
it
40
and
about
thusiastic
crop
head
in
the matter of pumping
of
PIIILA. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
and fatten rap-idlcattle. Six miles from railroad
water for irrigation. He states that
stages, makes pigs grow quickly
ESTABLISHED 80 YEARS
milk.
H.
KAUNE
more
&
cows
:
CO.
give
dairy
ana miles from the mountain,
farmers near Tucson are reclaiming Telephone 194 W., Room 24
86J Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.
a considerable acreage of land. He
Sell at a bargain. Address,
.Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25 c
f
I
TO DENTISTS
states also that the tepari bean, a
FRANK DAVIS,
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GfcNtKAL a iUKb.
Where, Prices
WewlUbnyyourGoldFilliDifs,Gold Sera
Lowest product
and Platinum. ElKhest prices naid.
that we get from the Arizona
N.
M,
Moriarty,
for Safe Quality
Indians, promises to ha a. avaat mon- - SNTA
- NEW MEXICO
Deming, X. AT., Sep!. 4. The Denizing schools will ojicned
Tuesday,
addresses by Dr. .1. ;. Ajoir, of the
School Board, It.
Secretary
;of the Chamber ol Commerce, and
C. Watson.
A mimical selection was
rendered by Misses Kate Wamel and
lone Hodgdon. .Sum. ..
Taylor
will have charge of the school
again
this year. He reports an increased
enrollment and several new departments of the school. The equipment
for the domestic science
department
'has been installed, and a skilled
instructor in this line lias been employed. The manual training
department
will also have Increased enrollment
this year. J. p.
wlll have
charge of the commercial department
and will also act as principal of the
school.
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Dos Canones Vlejco. Uncle Tom?

Will the gentleman from Dona Ana
yield for a question?

"All of Today's News Today"

How is your wild
fund this evening?

animal

bounty

On the face of the returns to date,
tbings look kind of Progressive don't
That the Rocky Mountain and Pacific railroad has always been in politics they Sec?
has always been understood; that it was there for the purpose of protecting
And until now, we never appreciatits own interests has never been doubted; that it has had and still has valuable holdings in the kingdom of Colfax is a matter of general knowledge; ed just what a traveling auditor realthat these holdings have been skillfully cared for and shielded by legislative ly could do. They never done it beand political manipulation, is simply a matter of public knowledge This cor- fore.
poration and its subsidiary concerns own the bulk of the vastly productive
Some how or another, we seem to
properties in Colfax county, including the coal and timber lands, but how well
those valuable possessions have been guarded from the dangerous encroach- be getting a trifle closer to "our
ments of the people and their rights in the public domain, where this powerful rails"' recently.
corporation reigned, has been known to comparatively few.
Ain't they going to get the band
But the searchlight is going to be turned on.
out when Uncle Tom comes marcning
The people are going to know more about the people's business.
home? They did when Uncle Tom
The kingdom of Colfax is going to be disrupted and its rulers deposed.
Heretofore Charles Springer and his brother Frank Springer, the Las Ve- went marching away.
V
gas attorney, have been the chief bulwarks of protection on the republican
Well governor, send the traveling
side, and the harmony with which they worked In the interest of the corporations of the kingdom of Colfax has been resultant in their success. If the auditor to Colfax county. It looks
brand of harmony used by these skilled artists could have been transferred to like they've got a wild animal bounty
Baltimore or the standpat convention at Chicago, the trouble now rampant up in that neighborhood too.
in the political field would have been averted.
And then too, governor, wo could
But there is a new deal. Seeing tihe holocaust coming, Charles Springer announced his retirement from politics. The protection of the battered old slip in that one eixteenl'h nmnd withrepublican party is now valueless; it is the democratic party that must be out hardly any one nr.ticing it. For
used and John Morrow is to be drafted, with the hope of making him chair- the love of Mike, governor, be
man of the democratic state commit tee for further valuable and effective

POLITICS AND THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN.

use.

the organ to strike up and then we
have risen with the rest of the
school and 'have sung with all our
might that sweet and compelling
tune.
The struggle of mankind is to ac
complish something but few of us
do it. Gus Fischer did it. Scientists,)
statesmen, editors, teachers, preach-- '
artists, all
ers, lawyers, doctors,
study to work and achieve something, and many succeed, but only a
few in all these millions succeed.
Among the few was "Gus" Fischer,
who died the other day in Philadelphia. His sweet story is hushed to
our ears as he gave it; but maybe
he can still hear the children singing his song of the story of the child.
It is one of the things that cannot
die, for we have it in our hearts. He
has builded a monument that will
never crumble into dust.

fragrant and so fair. She paused before the blossom on admiration bent
and gloried In Its color and the fragrance of Its scent. Then stepping
o'er the grass she broke
lightly
the fragile
stem, and held the
to her
face like some
blossom
rare precious gem. The busy little honey-be- e
who still remained inside, conceived a notion
suddenly
that some one sought his hide. He
ceased his work and backed away
from out the flower fair, and then beheld the maiden as she stood delighted there.
The pleasing incense of
the bloom the maiden sought to find,
and as she sniffed its fragrance, the
bee backed out behind. The busy
with mind intent on
little honey-bework paused not to view the subtle
scene meanwhile his job to shirk.
He buzzed straight at the maiden's
face and spoiled her charming pose
by handing her a couple upon her
pretty nose. Then still on duty much
intent the bee buzzed on his way, and
left the maiden with her bloom to say
things none should say. The maiden
dropped the flower and left it there to
die, wnne wun a powaer rag sne
swabbed a tear drop from her eye. Her
nose meanwhile was swelling to twice
its normal size, with shooting stars
appearing throughout the summer
skies.
She hurried from the garden
bereft of all her joys, she had sick
headache for a week or so they told
the boys. Meanwhile the busy little
bee went humming on his way, for
ho was making honey from the flowers every day. Full many as handsome blooms he found in many a garden fair, but luck was with him from
that on, he found no maidens there.
e

FREAK SHOES.
The New York retail shoe dealers
association has just passed a resolution, asking shoe manufacturers to
standardize shoe styles and stop
so
making freak shoes. Whether
drastic a measure will ever be accepted generally is a matter of grave
doubt. It is questionable whether
the manufacturers will be willing to
forego the privilege of making shoes
to suit the fancy of those who are
striving for the old, even if it leads
to the ridiculous and grotesque.
Shoes have certainly gone into
the realm of the preposterous. They
are now made to &aape the foot of
an elephant, or narrowed down to
the contour of an elongated Chinese
piece of foot wear with a hump on
the end like that of a camel and
they are supposed to be pretty; they
are made in the shape of the web-- :
footed goose and the stubby hoof of
ar. antelope; they pinch and make
corns and produce bunions and all
that, but they're style.
I saw an advertisement of shoes
at the movies. Two "kids have their
feet encased In shoes with the bot- tonis of the feet toward the audience.
One boy had a smile on that went
round back of his ears; he had on
siloes that did not pull his toes to-- ;
gpthcr till they looked as if they
were incased in a form of the gable
ot a house, but gave them a chance
to be natural. The other boy had the
expression he habitually wears when
he's waiting in the woodshed fori
the coining of his dad. He looked
pained. His toes looked like a
bunc'h of warts. They did not seem
human. He had on a pair of
with that hump
Hsh, pointed

The Security Offered by Our
Safe Deposit Vaults

w;

'

E give to patrons the advantages
of new and modern vaults reinforced and barricaded with Yale
Deposit Locks.
The Yale system of locking is known
around the world as the most sturdy, the
most impregnab'e.
Every box in our vault is protected by
a special guard mechanism and a double
set of tumblers.
Entrust your valuables to us, they
will be safe from fire as well as theft.

Si

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE
PALACE
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Vermont however, can not be conIt is not forgotten what the kingdom of Colfax county did to Holm O. Bur-suThe shrewd and skilled corporationists were looking ahead. A dem- sidered as an index to the rest of the
ocratic governor, a republican legislature, deadlocked against each other, and states. We rather expect to see the
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
five years of security for the big corporations, that was the bright vision ap- rest of 'em do about a thousand times
BYSTANDER
THE
pearing in the political' sky. Little did they care for party. It was the in- better.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
terests of the corporations, alone that concerned the wily captains in the
SEES IT
political game.
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
But for once, they guessed wrong. Governor McDonald is not their tool.
He is working for the people of the state and not for single interests nor for
BREAD, IN THE NUDE.
the especial protection of great corporations that have so long been shielded
Yesterday I saw a grocer's wagon
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
in their selfish operations looking only to their own aggrandizement.
through the streets and on
careering
Collax
in
of
is
line
for review.
kingdom
American Plan, $2.50 and up,
top of all the rest of the stuff on its
way to delivery was a pile of unprotected bread, getting the benefit of a
RECALLING HIRAM.
sun bath and a coating of dust that
on
the
recall
started
TakGovernor
in
Hiram Johnson
They've
California.
would so change its complexion and
ing the republican elephant's tail and trunk in either hand, Hiram has tied
that one could not tell
consistency
'em in a hard knot that promises to hold; and besides, he's turned the govor
Rooms en suite
when lifted from the wagon, whether
erning business to his understudy and bull nioosing down east.
it
of
was
bunch
a
yesterday's gingerLocal and Long Distance Telephones in
They may get the necessary 4.",000 petitioners against Hiram, for Califor-nian- s
bread or a sample of southern corn
are a humane, sympathetic people, and large numbers of them look on
rooms. Hot and cold
pone. Anyhow it does not seem as if
Hiram's treatment of the old Taft gang as simple cruelty to animals on a par
in
would
be
bread
this
nude
steam
electric lights.
keep
with vivisection, vaccination, etc.
ing with today's scientific methods,
But the actual recall will fizzle tremendously. There are just two shreds
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
when everything comes wrapped in
left of the' republican .party in California. One is composed of the remains
from
toothbrush
a
of the old Southern Pacific organization; the other is composed of infant fruit
sanitary protection
to a dustless duster.
,
growers, more or less united in nice little combinations, and the regular job
Style is a queer thing, but it has a
Of course, we brag of this western
hunters and holders. The vast majority of Californians doiTt care a contiair, of its freedom from noxious tremendous grip on the people, and
nental what Hiram does to the Taft party, and a good many of them rather
will sacrifice comfort,
t for it they
favor Hiram's advertising, down east, California's glorious climate and glogerms; of Its great purity and
grace, beauty or anyrious real estate.
qualities. That is all right, but good looks,
me,' I doubt if the dust of Santa Fe streets thing one likes to see and make
"Vermont kinder surprised
Certain it is that it is going to be a powerful hard job to recall Hiram for
archaic,
it
"but
Old
goes is any less free from undigestible themselves look distorted,
the
Codger,
says
jist
he
or
in
selects
a
he
of
any place
doing politics
any way
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pleases, short
corrupt
trust
the
show
can't
tu
thet
yu
yu
way.
germs than the dust of Chicago or preposterous.
assodealers'
retail
shoe
the
What
tu
I'm
How
sumever,
agoing
Let the effete east be unafraid for Hiram. Let it receive him hospitably
Pittsburg. We have been always told
HOME
to
and listen respectfully to what he says about coast progressiveism, coast vote the straight Repooblican ticket that it is in the law of nature that we ciation may accomplish it Is hard
for they may
I
adoin
tell,
probably
nothing,
hev
fer
been
like
nigh
and
we
coast
of
before
jest
to
dirt
eat
are
a
prunes.
prospects
peck
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
onto sixty years. I'm agin these yere die, but most of us did that years ago interfere with style.
new fangled notions. I alius hev bin, and do not need to eat dust covered,
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
THE VERMONT ELECTION.
by heck.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
laden bread to fill out our as- germ
Central Location.
The election in the Green Mountain state is a cause for wide spread poliDepartment of the Interior,
signed quota of dirty dirt.
tical speculation. That it is the sign of the disintegration of the old standpat
Old
Grand
the
finished
up
Having
Of course, this matter of sanitary
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. Til.
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
Large Sample Rooms.
republican organization is generally acknowledged; that the progressive party party, it now appears the Rocky bread is largely up to the consumers.
August 15, 1912.
is a party of strength and a power to be reckoned with, is proven once for all, Mountain & Pacflc seeks to get on the
If they like it, it's their own and the! Notice is hereby given that David
as the showing made in the old rock ribbed stronghold of republicanism can- Democratic bandwagon and ride it to
doctor's
business, and If the Bystand-- : Quintana, of Pojoaque, New Mexico,
not be lightly regarded.
death. Look' out for 'em fellers, they er does not care to eat it he don't who, on July 19, 1909, made Homestead
One thing is demonstrated by the election, and it is that the Taft mana- put us where we are.
NE
SB
have to. Well, 1 do not care to eat Entry No. 010716, for S
gers have a new cause "to view with alarm" the political conditions as far as
S
SE
N
SE
NE
so abjure it entirely, and if.
and
it,
Is
secown
candidate
concerned It is the beginning of the end. In that
their
We don't claim to know who finanS
SW 4
NE
NE
reasons I could .not SW
tion where republican majorities 'have long been regarded as fixed and certain, ced the Mexican revolution but we for any domestic
2
NE
E
SW
NE
SW
of
the
staff
life
home
it
made,
get
this new movement has entered, and there, as elsewhere the people have be- do know who financed those El Paso
NW 4 SW 4 NE
W
would be absent from my table if the SE
come aroused. The Vermont election presents an interesting study, and is merchants for the
am
am ,
past year. The only alternative were tne oread
a
iw
an index of what is to come. There is cause only for rejoincing and confiwar department and Mr. High private goes daily through our streets, piled E
NW 4 NW
Section
SE
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
dence in the future for the progressive party.
10 Township 19 N., Range 6 E., N. M.
in the rear rank.
exon
the
wagons,
up
delivery
high
0
pposed to everything that happens to - Meridian, has filed notice of inten- The Rocky Mountain and Pacific light on it, from a blue bottle fly to uon 10 maKe three-yea- r
Governor Wilson's machine is having a hot box and he is endeavoring
proof, to es- -!
to get oil on it. The cause of the heat waB some remarks made by the gov- and its subsidiary corporations didn't the dust that accumulates
on and caonsn claim to the land above de- ernor on the subject of immigration, before the presidential bee began to buzz need any tariff it seems. All they about the garbage can.
bribed, before Register or Receiver,
in his bonnet, and when he w as letting his thinks on public affairs go without needed was the county commissioners
v. a. uana ufflce, at Santa Fe, New
MOULTON-ESP- E
of
a
matter
is
bread
Nude
COMPAN Y
purely
being censored. The oil he is putting on is an explanatory effusion from the and a little pull with the rest of the' taste and if the customers of the gro- Mexico, on the 10th day of October,
now
1912.
used
as
a
document
democratic
the
by
being
campaign
gubernatorial pen,
cers like the flavor and the grit and
national committee. It is full of explanations of phrases like "the meaner)
SANTA FE, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
QENERAL AGENTS.
the dirt that it annexes on the way
sort," used by the governor when he was acting in the capacity of an author
be
we
Pedro Gomez Severo Gonzales, Es- shall
yea percjvat
always
to
the
kitchen
from
the
door,
grocery
rather than a candidate for office and when he said things that he would not gja(j t0 recejv4 suggestions as to a it
Is their privilege to enjoy it, but it tanislao Gonzales, Dalfldo Gomez, all
say now. Governor Wilson is having a taste now of real politics, but he eats
of Ildefonso, New Mexico.
Bite for them two old cannon, does not seem
sanitary.
his crow like an old hand and does not even make a face over it.
Btinnintinir nt mnroo that thuv he sn
MANUEL R. OTERO,
-- 0placed that under even the most ex
Register.
THE THINGS THAT LIVED.
"I am told that President Roosevelt is not popular in New York. Men say he traordinary conditions, they could not
Gus Fischer is dead. You think
is not safe. He is not safe for the men Who wish to prosecu'e selfish schemes be "pinted" towards our editorial ofYou cannot get up to date printing
you did not know him, but you did, unless you have
for the public's detriment. He is not safe for the men who wish the govern- fice.
EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
and he left an influence that will go and facilities. The New material
ment conducted with greater reference to campaign contributions than to the
MANUFACTURER OF
Mexican
on
on
and
after
the
monuments
A
SUGGESTION.
KEYNOTE
long
public good. He is not safe for the men who wish to drag the president of
has
at
Printing
and
Company
both,
MEXICAN
PILLOW TOPS, NAUJ0 PATTERNS,
RUGS,
BLANKETS,
own
to
men
their
erected by
glory the same tlaie
(Continued.)
the United States into a corner and make whispered arrangements which
expert mechanics.
will have crumbled into dust. What
I point
with
feller
town Wool Used.
And,
Both
their
known
citizens,
constituents."
to
German
and
have
not
Native
dare
they
Vour orders are
assured per
The above quotation is from a speech delivered by Elihu Root before pride today, to that carload of cement he did was to give us that song we sonal attention. always
Send
Orders
Price
Taken and Promptly Filled.
List.
for
the Union League club of New York, when Roosevelt was president and Root and the method whereby It was lost all know so well, and which has
119
Don
Avenue.
men
felus
and
made
better
and
nor
Gaspar
me, my
happy
was a cabinet officer. Mr. Root knew Roosevelt as intimately as any man in so that neither you
ler citizens can find it. I defy the women. Out of a thousand places
the country, and his judgment of him is worthy of consideration.
REPUBLICAN
governor or any Democrat to prove of worship that song has gone out
0
to the contrary and upon that plank on the swelling breeze and carried
in
our
creed:
Another text
ONE DOLLAR BUYS
there can be no refuta- - beyond the church walls.
in our
Political parties exist to secure responsible government and to execute tion. Iplatform
STATE
Gus Fischer gave us, "1 Love to
denounce the efforts of the
One
Thousand
Dollar?
in Accident Insurance for one year in the
the will of the people. From these great tasks both of the old parties have present Democratic administration to Tell the Story."
OCEAN ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY.
turned aside. Instead of instruments to promote the general welfare, they find that carload of cement and I hurl Ah, you did know him after all
Let us Explain Our New
CONVENTION
have become the tools of corrupt interests which use them impartially to this defiance in their faces
didn't you, and as l"ng as we are
TRAVEL
INDEMNITY POLICY
serve their selfish pusposes. Behind the ostensible government sits en that even aided and abbetted bytowit,
we
will
remember
him.
all
here,
the
For
those
throned an invisible government, owing no allegiance and acknowledging no entlre
who
This contract is a winner.
travel.
N.
classical
There's nothing
M.,
about ALBUQUERQUE,
vote ln thIs ,tate
' u
'" "- - u.wo.ve ,h canprogresglve
GENERAL AGENTS
no. flnd (hat car,oad of ce. that song. No grand opera troupe
1912.
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12,
Sept.
the unholy alliance between corrupt business and corrupt pol.t.cs is the first ment (Proionged applause )
ever rendered it The artistic world
One-Fifof
the
th
One and
task of the statesmanship
day."
Fare from
does not call it artistic. Its melody
Is not. among the great melodies. But
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
All Points In New Mexico
to make final
proof, to estabTHE MAIDEN AND THE BEE.
lish claim to the land above described,
it is simple in words, and time. It TO
(04591)
In an effort at wit Senator Luke Lea says the progressive party has ofAND
RETURN.
ALBUQUERQUE
(By Bill F. Brogan.)
before Harry C. Kinsell. TJ. S. Oommr.
is a plain, easy song of love for us
Department of the Interior,
fered a cure for everything but corns. Is Luke looking for a corn cure? He
A busy little honey-bee- .
went buzz children.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M. at Stanley, N. Mex., on the 16 day of
We children can sing it, Dates of Sale, Sept. MO, II and 12th
would show wisdom then in ad voiding the bull moose party, as that party is
lug on his way in search of honey for and we all do sing it. Some of us
September, 1912.
July 29. 1912.
liable to step on his corns. It has done some of that lately. Ask the stand- his
Return Limit, Sept If, 1912.
comb among the gardens gay. He are out of
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
Claimant names as 'witnesses:
key, some a little behind
patters.
saw a handsome flower and pausing others, but it is our song and with FARE FROM
Thomas Villanueva, Pino VillanueVillanueva ot Galisteo, N. M., who, on
i fff SANTAF
0
in his flight, he rested on the petals all our little talent, with our little SANTA FE
ALL THE WAY.
July 8, 1907, made homestead entry va, Oregorlo Padia, and Jose VillaBlllie Burke says the latest fashion for dressing the hair is to have the then crawled in out of sight A maiden joyous enthusiasm, we children do
No. 11718 tor NW
Section 14, nueva, all of Galisteo, N. M.
ears covered. It might be a relief to the several candidates for the presidency sweet, was roaming without a thought sing it
MANUEL R. OTERO;
H.S.LUTZ, Aft., SANTA FE.N.M. Township 13 N., Range 9 EX, N. M. P.
or care, until she saw the flower so How often we have all waited for
during the campaign, to dress their hair Billie's way.
Meridian, has filed notice ot intention

AS

M.

Meals, 50 Cents.
with

heat,

without private bath.
running water,

sty-sho-

bene-ficien-

pee-pu-

The Montezuma Hotel

l.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S
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How About That Fire Insurance?

4
4

1--

2

z

2

x-

i--

4

'

Think About It

j

Then Act

THE

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

0TS

Bj2
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SEPTEMBER

THURSDAY,

1912.
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We must positively clean up every item in our Big $25,000 Stock
of the newest and cleanest stock of high class merchandise in this
city within the next thirty days.
Nothing to be left; original cost will not be considered in pricing
a single article.
We have not placed on sale a few special prices to catch the eye
nor have we imported any seconds to make a big noise with, but this
sale is of the highest class merchandise to be found in any reputable

Hi

Everbody will have a
chance to satisfy their
smallest wants

are giving you real values of real merchandise, the kind we
built up our business on.
This store will be closed on Friday, Aug. 30 and until 9 o'clock Sat.
in order to finish marking down and arranging for this slaughter sale.
Don't forget that this sale will last 30 days or until every article in
the store is sold but the early buyer will find choice bargains and a
better selection than the late fellow.
It would be a matter of impossibility to name you prices on all
articles as you will find many thousand such bargains here.
We

store in the country.

!1

OSITIV

Hi
iHi

!1

The Best

Men's Hats for Half Price
Hi

$3.00 Stetson Hats, the kind you know about,
Beaver Brand, a high grade i'ur well known,

$3.00

Champion Brand, fine fur in black and grey
grade Wool Work Hats, were $1.50, now

1.2,5

Job of J. C.
Job of J. C.

1.75

Good

75

is

the well known Kirschbamn clothing,

$3 Batiste

and 75c Shirts.

A dandy

semi-dre-

ss

shirt

.'.

50c, C5c

Hi

and

75c

$15 White Embroidered,
.

40c

Blue Chambrays, Ivahki, Black Sateens 35c,

10c

50c and 60c

35c

President Suspenders

and 40c Grade

20c

Others, assorted lots,
,
00c
B.
V.
D.
Porusknit
50c,
and fine ribbed Underwear, 30c,
50e and 75c Heavier Eibbed

Hi
Hi

45c

15c Corliss Coon Collars

25c, 30e

$2, $3

10c
35c
30o

and $3.50 Union Suits, silk and wool and velvet rib, $1, $1.50

$5. $7.50 and $20.00
Misses'
Cloth
$10
$S,
$'50,
(.'oats high grade, $1.50, $5 and G.00
$2.50, $0 and $8 assorted colors
$1, $3.50 and 5.00

Gents, Ladies and Misses Gloves in Silk and Kid as
Well as Work Gloves. Better lay in a Years' Supply
75c, $1.50 and $2.75 Ladies
in. black

90c

$1.75

.$10.00
1.75
2.00

$3.50 Cheviots, splendid grade,

2.00

a few

Boys' Union Suits, very good grade
Ladies' Pauls, soft ribbed Lisle

20c
35c

Infants Wear in High Grade Goods. Nothing too
Good for the Little Fellow; You Know
$2 and $2.75 long China Silk Dresses

80c

$1.75 and $2 Long Embroidery and Nainsook
35c and $1.25 Long Lace Trim and Muslin

80c

Short Silk, lace trimmed
$2.50 Short Nainsook, embroidery flounce
$2 and $3

75c Nainsook

$1.50
1.00

Coiits

and

0.00

1.15 and

3.30

20c and

80c

$1.30 and

9

1.50
1.50
45C

and embroidery trimmed Petty

Muslin and Outing
05c and 75c Nainsook Hemstitched
35c, 50c

$1.30 and $1.55

Gowns

85c and $1.50 Nainsook, lace

1.00
$2.75, $3.50 and

1.25
1.00

C5c

2.00

$3 Ivahki, good grade
$5, $G and $10 all wool, splendid values

1.25

7c,

1.00

$3 All Linen Crash, color, tan
$2.25 White Indian Head Skirt

55c

80c

Better Stock Up. Never Again Can You Hope to Get Such Prices.
Ladies' Tests, 10c, 15c, 35c and GOc
10c, 20c and 40c
Ladies' Union Suits, $2.25 grade,
$1.50

$1.50

$3.50 Japanese Silk
$1.25 Lawns ;

$1.15 and $2.00
35c and

to

Underwear for the Whole Family

2.00

Kimonas and Sacks for Less Than the Material
Would Cost You
$2.25 and $3 Crepe, assorted colors
$2 Lawn Kimonas, well made, splendid values
$1.25 Dressing Serpentine Crepe

.QC

short silk

$1.50 and $1.75 Kid, highest grades, asst. shades... $1 and
$1.50, $2 and $2.50 Gent's high grade Kid Gloves. .75c, 90c,
$1.25 and $1.50 Work Gloves
75c and

$2.00 and $3.00

splendid grade, well made

Misses' long and

and 85o long and short Chamoiscl
$1.25, Kazan Kids, large sizes

50c

well made Pongees

and

and white

(!5c

Ready to Wear, Wash and Wool Skirts, Big Values
for Little Money

ages 3 to 15 former prices $2.50, $4, $5, $7.50
and $10 suits, now at
$1, $1.50, $2, $3, $5.
They are last year's styles but styles for boys are not so fickle as
for the lady, so you will grab these bargains.

Hi
Hi

Sacrificed Mercilessly

$1.75

$4 and $5 White Embroidered, good' grade
$1.75 to
$5 Sailor Dresses, White Percale, trimmed in blue
$2.50 and $3.50 Percales
$1.50,

School Suits for Boys
Just

Embroidery and Lace Trimmed

Misses and Childrens Winter Coats, Prices

$40. $15 and $30 Ladies' Coats

Wash Dresses at Unheard of Prices

$1.25, $1.50, $1.75 Coat Shirts, new assortment, 75c, $1 and $1.10
The above is the well known brand of Fergusson McKinney
Shirts that cannot be heat at any price.

Hi
Hi

3 5c

$4.50 "splendid high grade
$4 and $4.50 Black Silks

'

Men's Furnishings at a Great Saving for
the Early Buyer
50c

50c,

$1.25, $1.50 and $2 Embroidery and Lace Trimmed. 75c, 80c,
$1.25 and $1.50 High Grade Madras

as good as you

will pay $20 and $25 for usually.

Hi

50c

Lingerie Waists way Below Cost

$16.00 and $20.00 All Wool Suits, fully guaranteed. $9. and $12.00
$12.50, $14, and $15 All Wool Suits
$7 and 8.50

This

Ladie,

and $2 corsets
75c and $1 corsets

$1.50

$1. $1.35 C. B. Corsets, our leader, nil highest grade. .C5e and 90c
$1.05 mid $2 C. B. Corsets, all highest grade
$1.30 and $1.50
$3.50 C. B. Corsets, all highest grade
$2.50

Men' Suits Slaughtered

Hi

in Corsets and Accessories

(iOc

50c and

1.00

20c and

30c

40c and

50c

m

Hi

Country Merchants

Remember to Bring the Cash

As well as those in the city who need a few fill
ins in all reliable merchandise can save from 10 to
50 per cent by buying their merchandise here at this
slaughter price.

Hi

to

You surely would never think of getting such bargains as these
only for spot cash. Bring the old purse along and open it up. It will
pay you to see your banker and pay a liberal interest for a month or
so to be able to secure goods such as you will
surely need, if not now,
at a very early date. Don't try to borrow
from a friend, but see a
banker at once.

Hi
Hi

1
Never Again Will You get Hosiery at the Prices we
are now Closing Them out at

7c

10c and 2 for 25c Men's Half Hose
25c, 35c, 50c Men's Half Hose, high grade Cotton and
Silk
.'17
and 25c
25c, 35c and 50c Ladies' well known Burson make, 17Vc, 20c, 25c
35c Ladies' Mercerized Lisle, assorted colors,
20c
50c, $1.25 and $1.75 Silk, assorted colors
40c, 85c and $1.25
15c and 25c Lisle, assorted colors,
10c and 20c
25c Infants All Wool Hose, assorted colors
20c

to
to
to

Just Look Over This Silk Reduction

to
to
to
Hi

S

kj

:

$1.25 All Silk Messaline, assorted colors
tiOc Kimona Silk and Silk
Poplins
60c grade China Silk, black and white only,

Ribbons Laces and Emboideries
We claim
staple and high
200 less than
Bet'ter get

,

35c

The very best and most reliable
we will lay on
the altar at prices to move them at once.grades

Notions and Findings

Buttons, Trimmings, Neckwear, etc. They go too.
member there is no hold out from this sale.

Dress Trimmings Bandings and A Hovers

i

m

Re-

Table and Bed Linens

The above line is very complete and we should be able to fill your
wants at the beginning of this sale. You will hold your breath when
you hear the price named.

Sheetings, Sheets, Pillow Cases, Muslins, Towels. All join
hands to follow the rest of the stock out among the wise
buyers.

Belts, Bags, etc. Marked Very low

..85c
.35c and 40c

Umbrellas and Parasols

to have the best assortment of the above line of
grade goods in the state that will be priced 100 to
you can buy reliable goods any place.
here before the line is broken.

Mexican Drawn Work

Wash Bags in Yelvet and Oriental as well as Leather Bags.
Music Rolls and goods in this line sacrificed to keep up the pace.

The most remarkable of all our bargains you will find in this
department. Now is the time to forsee your Xmas wants.

Better Hurrv In if vou desire to have full advantao-- nf thi
Mammoth Closing: Out Sale of all new Reliable Merchandise
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OF BOWELS

WITH

"SUP

WE our patrons

with our

Mre

GOOD

BEST SHOES that are
made, and we invite you to come to our
FALL EXHIBIT !

SHOES-t- he

OF FIGS"

something tonight."
Most people shrink from a physic
they think of castor oil, calomel, salts
or cathartic pills.
It's different with Syrup of Figs,
its effect is as that of fruit: of eating
coarse food ; of exercise. Take a
of delicious Syrup of Figs
tonight and you don't realize you
have taken anything until morning,
when all the clogged up waste matter, sour bile and constipation poisons
move on and out of your system, with

learned our lessnn well.
to see and know about the
We- want evervhndv
and- we've
Ri.cinacc fnr
Cfina
Kaan cittA 411 tt iUa
...
j
vmi o,
IIUW VUJIIIhaa
IVI Jvpapc
USSII 3UU IIIJ IIIV
We've Shoes for Men, Women and
NEXT FEW DAYS IN SHOWING OUR GOODS !
goodness of our Shoes, and we WILL DEVOTE THE
have
We
of Good Shoes at Moderate Prices!
Feast
before
Great
a
spread
you
Children, Shoes for Everybody and for Every Requirement.

Ua'ia
ITCIS

JOHN PFLUEGER.

Shoe Exhibit

of Democratic bosses, in an
address today at the Minnosota state
work

DR. H. M. SMITH

RESIGNS

THE HOME OF

POSITION.

Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 5. As a
result of refusing to tender his resig
nation as superintendent for the aay-- ;
lum of the insane, as requested by
the board of trustees, Dr. H. M.
Smith was yesterday removed from
his office and Dr. William Porter
Mills, was immediately named as his
successor.
Dr. Smith informed the board that
his five years contract with the noan
of trustees would not expire for tirea
years. He stated he was willing 10
perform his part of the contract .ind
expected the board to do likewise.
Dr. Smith is a republican. The ma-- j
iority of the trustees are democrats.
Steward George Ward, Assistant
Steward Harry Arnold and Matron
Flora Prentice tendered their resignations as requested, and Pedro Del-- ;
mayor ot
gado, of Raton, former
Santa Fe, and recently of Conejos
county, Colo., was named as succes-- j
sor to Mr. Arnold. No action was
taken on the resignation of the other

Quality Groceries

OFFICIAL NEWS

fair grounds.
In his campaign for the republican
Roosevelt said
nomination, Colonel
the "bosses" were dethroned one af
ter another in states in which there
were direct primaries.
beat Franklin Murphy in
Xcw
Jersey, Senator Penrose in
Pennsylvania and Senator Lorimer
in Illinois" he said "but no democratic boss was beaten in his own
gtate."
,.rn the )rjlmirjPS the vote as 1)per
against Mr. Wilson. In most cnses
tbey were carried by Mr. Clark. Thenomination of Mr. Wilson was arranged by Mr. Taggart of Indiana,
Sullivan of Illinois, with Mr.
Murphy of New York finally joining

'

-

Sugar
15

Lbs.

$1.00

Colonel Roosevelt replied to Wil-- !
speech on the tariff in New
York yesterday, saying: "If th tariff
piank of the democrats is not telling
the truth, of course I need not dis-- ;
cuss it with them; if it is telling the
truth and should be put into effect
it would plunge this country into a
two.
There were seven applicants for period of commercial disaster such
These included as we have not seen in our lifetime.''
the superintendency.
Colonel RooWvelt leaves
tonight
Drs. Robert L. Bradley and C. M.
Mayes, of Roswell; Dr. E. McNeil, of for Grand Forks, North Dakota.
IN COLORADO.
ROOSEVELT
La Mesa; Dr. Posnansky, of Santa Fe
Dr. Z. T. Martin, of Arkansas, who
Deliver, Colo., Sept. 5. The itinerformerly resided in Roswell, and Drs. ary of Colonel Roosevelt's tour of
W. P. Mills and H. W. Mueller, of Colorado was received today from the
East Las Vegas.
headquarters of the national progres-Dr. Smith expects to fight the ac- bive party. The tour will begin at
tion of the board in removing him Trinidad. the morning of September
from office and a lively legal battle lit, and close with a speech at Denis expected to result when Dr. Mills ver at night. The itinerary includes
attempts to take charge of the insti- stops at Trinidad, La Junta, Pueblo,
tution.
where Mr. Roosevelt will speak at the
Dr. Smith gave as his reason for state fair, Colorado Springs and Dentaking the position adopted by him, in ver. The Roosevelt party will leave
regard to the request for his resigna- for the east at 9:45 that night.
tion, that he had given up a lucrative practice in Las Vegas in order to
assume charge of the institution upon
the assurance of the board of trustees
STOLEN
which retired some time ago, that his
Merced, Calif., Sept. 5. Ten thouterm of office should be sufficiently sand dollars In gold coin, presumalong as to guard him against finan- bly containea in a single sack, has
cial loss. It was only on this promise, been stolen from the vaults of the
was
later made into the form of a con- county treasurer. When it
tract, that lie agreed to become super- taken is not known, but indications
intendent of the hospital.
are it was abstracted during business hours as the vault is equipped
TAFT NO ISSUE IN RACE
with a time lock and shows no sign
SAYS JOHNSON
of 'having been tampered with.
Announcement of the theft was
Continued irom rage One.
made today after accountants had
worked on the books all night.
o deUyer m addregg t thj Minnego.
MARINES GUARD ROADS.
at gtate faj). today The ormer prejJ.
ident and his party arrived in two
Managua,
Nicaragua, Sept. 5.
,
car8 attachd to the Chicag0, American marines and bluejackets are
Kock Islan(1 & Paciflc train at 7r30 now guarding many of the stations
DeB Moines.
thlB mornlng
on the railroad which runs from
, r.ntion nommittee of 200 ereet- - Corinto to this city.
A large force of United States
ed the colonel at the union station. A
platoon of police and an escort of sailors and marines left Corinto
war veterans headed a long day and proceeded along the railroad,
procession of automobiles from the At many places they had to rebuild
station to the hotel.
portions of the track which had been
Following breakfast an informal re-- ! torn up.
ception was held at the hotel, after:
which Roosevelt held a conference! Cheyenne. Wyo.. Sept. 5. William
with the progressive state central Pugh of Evanston was today elected
Ma- Grand master of the Wyoming
committee.
The nomination of Woodrow Wil- - sons, and Evanston Wyo, was elect-soat the Baltimore convention was ed a sthe next meeting place of the
assailed by Colonel Roosevelt as the Grand Lodge in nineteen thirteen.
son--

TEN THOUSAND
DOLLARS

F.ANDREWS
Phone 4.
Do you hesitate or remain quiet, for
fear others will laugh at you? (generally behind your back.)
To earn respect, to feel respectable,
to know right from wrong, you must
learn, and there is no better place the

I

"I do not believe there has ever
been so great interest in education in
New Mexico as now," said Alvan N.
White, state superintendent of public
instruction, upon his return from a
fortnight's trip through the state. Mr.
White visited Raton, where he attended a public meeting and he then
went to Las Vegas. Thence he journeyed to Deming, whicn he said proved to be a live town, with a great
pumping plant. He was the guest
t.icre of J. B. Taylor, superintendent
cf city schools."" At Las Cruces hoj
He
found an interesting institute.
visited the valley and was entertain-Mr- .
ed by County Superintendent Hayner.
He attended the Otero County insti-in.- "
tute at Cloudcroft.
institutes
"There are twenty-twthis year," he said, "and they are en- joying better attendance than hereto
fore, perhaps owing to the rule that
only illness is accepted as an excuse
I think there are
f0r
2,000 teachers throughout the state
in attendance this year, which speaks
eloquently of the work in hand."
State Board Meets.
The state board of education is
in session at the capital this afternoon. The chief work before the
board is, of course, certification of
teachers. An important matter to be
discussed is consolidating of certain
counties into groups for holding joint
institutes, thus securing better speak- ers and educators
Supreme Court.
The supreme court was in session
yesterday. Case No. I4CG, The First
National Bank of Elida, appellee, vs.
the Hartford Fire Insurance company,
of Hartford, Conn., appellant, was
submitted on briefs.
12 Per Cent Interest.
It is not often that the judges of
the supreme court smile while on the-thbench it is rarer still to hear
them laugh, but they are said to have
done both this week. It was all over
a little remark made by Attorney E.
C. Wade, of Las Cruces, Mr. Wade
was arguing, with consummate dignity and seriousness, that his opponents should not be allowed to delay a
minng case in which his clients would
be put to serious inconvenience and
"expense," paying as he said they did,
12 per cent interest on money involved. "Your honors know what 12 per
cent interest means to a man," Baid
Mr. Wade in serious, hollow tones.
And their' honors DID know, judging
by the way they chuckled as a gale of
laughter swept over the court room.

THE WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 5.
For New Mexico.
Tonight
generally fair and cooler with
frost in high districts. Friday
fair.

'

The pictures were good iast night.
Don't miss them tonight at the Elks.
The sa'e full of pleasing surprises
SALMON'S.

Woman's Board of Trade There
will be a meeting of the Woman's

Board of Trade tomorrow night and
all members are urged to attend.
KASNER KAR auto for hire. Phone
141 J.
Now is the time to install a Majestic Range with hot water attachment.
Wood-Davi- s

can not cause injury.
,
If your child is cross, sick and
feverish, or its little stomach sour,
tongue coated, give Syrup of Figs at
once. It's really all that is needed to
make children well and happy again.
They dearly love its pleasant taste.
Is
the difference between
Ask your druggist for the full name, What
lamb then and now?
"Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna,"
little
Mary's
and look on the label for the name
California Fig Syrup Company. That,
and that only, is the genuine. Refuse
fny other fig syrup substitute with
contempt.
Saturday we are going to refill the
bargain counters and the prices will
be reduced lower than before
for
that day. SALMON'S.
If your Atomizer needs a new
bulb, order a new one from Zook's
Sundry Supply Department.
Pathe's weekly tonight at the
Elks'
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
The finest rooms in the city, having
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths.
The European Hotel, centrally located. State Progressive Headquarters In the hotel.
Aunties Romance at the Elks' tonight, its a vitagraph.
--A steel
garden wheelbarrow tomorrow only at a price that will make
your hair stand on end at the Santa
Fe Hardware and Supply Company.
See advertisement.

Fully one hundred years!

IF MARY STILL HAS THAT

Little Lamb
She So Long Ago Did Keep,
We Figure

Don't throw away your fountain
syringe for lack of tubing. New tubing sold in any lenstn at Zook's. ,y
A very good real estate proposition
is for sale and O. C. Watson will tell
you more about it in their advertisement today. Look it up.
A home for a home lover.. Several
newly furnished rooms with conveniences of home. Mrs. Robinson, corner Grant avenue and Johnson St.
Advanced Fall and Winter Styles.
Latest Fabrics shown for Ladles' garments at W. H. Goebel'Co.
Woman's Aid Society The Worn-an'- s
Aid Society of the Presbyterian
church will meet with Mrs. I. B. Han-non Johnson streef.lomorrow after-

FALL MILLINERY
LATEST

Little Lamb Ere This

That

Co.

Has Grown To Be A Sheep
That

IN

HATS,
FEA THERS,

Need not be among ycur fears ;
The Lamb and Mutton purchased here

ETC.

Is all of tender years

!

Plaza Market Co.

miss aTmugler,

Phone 92.

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.

noon.

FOR SALE The Walter residence
and household
furnishings. Apply
mornings at residence, 405 Palace

Extra Special

Ave.

For reliable electric work see
Sparks. Prices always reasonable,
service prompt.
Guild Meets Tomorrow The Guild
of the Church of the Holy Faith will
meet a. 2:30 p. m. tomorrow at the
home of Mrs. Hayward and not at the
home of Mrs. Hall, as previously announced. A full attendance is asked.
Save your choice fruit, that is high
up, by buying a fruit picker at Goe-bel-

ONLY

TO-MORR-

Steel Tray iGarden Wheelbarrows

You get only six per cent when
you loan your money; if you invest in
here during our sale it will pay you
from 25 to 50 per cent. SALMON'S.

$3.65 Each
Santa Fe Hardware

Only!

& Supply Company

SUFFRAGETS
WALES MILITANT

Lloyd-Georg-

n

m

j

j

I

SpSttS

THE JEWELER.

so

That awful sourness, belching of
acid and foul gases; that pain in the
pit of the stomach, the heartburn,
nervousness, nausea, bloating after
eating, feeling of fullness, dizziness
and sick headache, means a disordered stomach, which cannot be regulated until you remove the cause. It
isn't your stomach's fault. Your
stomach is as good as any.Try Cascarets;, they, immediately
cleanse and regulate tne stomach, remove the sour, undigested and fermenting food and foul gases; take the
excess bile from the liver and carry
oft the constipated waste matter andj
poison from the Intestines and bow- els. Then your stomach trouble is
A Cascaret ' tonight f ,will
ended.
a 10-straighten you out by mOrnm
cent box from any drug store wlll
keep your stomach sweet; liver andj
bowels regular for months "Don't for--,
get the children their ; little insideSi
need a good, gentle cleansing, 4m. ,
,

-

j

j

SPITZ

S,

UPSET?

Fermentation.

HEADQUATERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery bui it needs both occasion'
4
ally.

If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
tice a year. It will increase the
li'e and accuracy of your watck
Leave your watch with us

Time Pieces

That Ara

Reliable."

to-d- ar.

NOW IS THE TIME
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Watches
and
Clocks.
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CRAB APPLES, APklCOTS, PLUMS,

APPLES.

Finest Sweet Peas in the Southwest.

Flowers all the time.

the clarendon garden
R. V. BOYLE. Mgr
Phone Black 12.
.
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DOWN-TOW-

I

Mary sold her Lamb to us,

a

If there's a toilet preparation you
need on your dressing table, phone
to Zook's. It's Benzoin Witch Hazel
and Almond Cream.
Making
Improvements Extensive
improvements now are under way at
the Palace hotel. Brass bedsteads to
take the place of wooden ones, new
carpets and various other comforts
are being installed. The lobby of the
hotel is being made bright and cheery
by O. W. Digneo who has the contract
IN
to put on a white Murray ceiling and
to retint the halls and rooms.
The Majestic Range will heat
of water for the bath and
plenty
5
A
wild
Wrexham, Wales, Sept.
Co.
kitchen. For sale by Wood-Davisuffragette outbreak was brought
SATURDAY OUR BIG DAYi On
about today by the appearance at the
national Eisteddfod of David
chancellor of the exchequer.
The pavilion in which he was to deliver an address was crowded and as STOMACH
soon as he began to speak a woman
jumped up and shouted: "Why don't
you give women their rights?" She
ii
was at once thrown out, but several
GASGARETS
other women followed her example
and were all ejected by the police.
Some of the women were roughly
handled by the crowd in the sur- Sluggish, Bowels Cause
gases
rounding park anti one of them was
Sourness and Food
injured seriously.

world over, than the SANTA FE BUS- INESS COLLEGE.
To SPELL, PLNCTUA'iE use good
ENGLISH, and train the MEMORY,
we teach all these subjects on the
typewriter m a new u.a..u. ui.u
cessfully so. Parents remember to
let your child have six months for
shorthand, spelling, &c, before the
high school.
We can teach you the right way
from the wrong way, with a few
weeks earnest attention. It will take
years to learn if you smoke cigar
ettes, chew gum, prefer dancing, or;
Bridge. We teach individually and
not In class. Therefore, there is no
Come in, and say
embarrassment.
what you can afford weekly.
PEOPLE SAY:
UNEDUCATED
How do you do? means "How doi
you clean your boots,'' "do' anybody.
It is rank carelessness to use such
DANDRUFF FALLING HUM
an ungrammatical, vulgar question,
(How are ou? means what ii says),
Let you and I, for "let you and me."
W7hat will I do, for "what shall I do."
GENT "DANDERINE" PROFESSOR SUED
TCHY SGALP--2- 5
Right away, for "immediately." He
FOR ILLEGAL FEES.
don't like me, for "he does not like!
me." Cuts no Ice, by those who pre--!
Greeley, Colo., Sept. 6. A written
fer, "slang." Will you learn me this?
and:
Dandruff
NO, but wo will TEACH you. YOU Save
your Hair! "Danderine" De.troy.
learn.
state teachers college. The demand
Stops Falling hair at Once GrOW Hair, We Prove It.
The use of a comma makes a wonwas drawn by Prof. Guice Halstead
derful difference, w.i "I said that he
was erv.ed
b
Dr
the!""1
If vou care for heavy hair, that roots famish, loosen and die; then
was a rogue, it is true, and I am sorry
Biienu. l tie muiiey iuui ur.
ueputy
out
falls
fast.
a
was
for it." and this! "I said he
is requested to return was
glistens with beauty and is radiant tajr
If vour hair has been neglected and Snyder
rogue it is true, and I em sorry for with life; has an incomparable joft-- j
it is asserted, as tuition,
collected,
or
t0Q
s mn faded dry gcraggy
It." Another instance of a comma:
from Halcyon Halstead,
fees
library
is
and
lustrous
you oiiy, don't hesitate, but get a 25 cent
ness and
fluffy
"Woman, without her, man is a ravwhile the latter was a student at the
at
Danderine
Knowlton's
because
bottle
of
any
use
must
nothing
Danderine,
'
school during 1909 and 1910,
ening wolf." And this: "Woman
without her man, is a ravening wolf." else accomplishes so much for the drug store or toilet counter; apply a
Prof.
Halstead's
in
purpose
making
little as directed and ten minutes af
hair.
the
Just one application of Knowlton's ter you will say this was the best in- a formalhedemand for a return of matIt will not pay you to waste your
is
to
money,
the
says,
carry
made.
ever
of
vestment
will
double
the beauty
you
time writing out your legal form Danderine
We sincerely believe, regardless of ter to the courts and make a test
when you can get them already print- your hair, besides it immediately discase.
ed at the New Mexican Printl&t solves every particle of dandruff; you everything else advertised that if you
Should a judgment against Dr. Snybeautiful
hair
desire
hair
lustrous,
cannot
have
soft,
nice, heavy, healthy
Company
if you have dandruff. This destructive and lots of it no dandruff no Itch- der be obtained in this case, it will
'
make necessary the payment of thouand no more failing hair
Subscr.te for tne santa Fe New scurf robs the hair of its lustre, its ing scalp
sands of dollars in the reimburseDanderine'.
use
must
Knowlton's
not
if
and
its
and
life,
you
very
Mexican," the paper 'hat boosts ell strength
not now? A 25 ment of other students who have
of the time and works for the up overcome it produces a feverishness If eventually why
paid similar fees.
md itching of the scalp; the hair cent bottle will truly amaze you.
building cf our new State.
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LOCAL MENTION

CITY.

Denver, Colo., Sept. 5 Walter D.
Marlow, of New York, has brought
suit in the United States district
court against Edward J. Carter, of the
Bear Mining company, and the Bank
of Tellurlde for the recovery of $180,-00- 0
and an accounting of the affairs
of the mining company.
He suea lor the recovery of ?45,0OO
advanced, for $100,000 for failure to
fulfill contract and for $41,500 which
he claims to have lost by discounting
certain securities held by him to embark In; the venture..

waste-clogge-

This Country Produces j

Come and See Our- -

CHILDREN

IN COLORADO

THE BEST SHOES

It's the Best at any
That
Price Here !

Effective Than Calomel, Castor Oil or Salts; Gently
Cleanses the Stomach, Liver and Bowels Without
Nautea or Griping. Children Dearly love it.

You know when your liver Is bad, out gripe, nausea or weakness. Nothwhen your bowels are sluggish. You ing else cleanses and regulates your
disordered stomach, torpid liver
feel a certain dullness and depression, sour,
d
and
thirty feet of
perhaps the approach of a headache, bowels like gentle, effective Syrup of
your stomach gets sour and full of Figs. Don't think you are
drugging
gas, tongue coated, breath foul, or you yourself.
of
Being
composed
entirely
"I
am
You
have indigestion.
say,
luscious
senna
it
and
figs,
aromatics,
bilious or constipated and I must take

We're not offering our trade a miscellaneous lot of shoes picked up here
and there where the prices were the
lowest, but we're offering you-- -

1912.

5,

ARE FOUND SAFE
Ocean Park, Calif., Sept. 5. With
the small amount of insurance earned on the 265 buildings destroyed
by the fire of Tuesday night adjustare
ed, building operations already
under way. One thousand men were
put to work today. It was discovered today that the six children of S.
J. Zarde, supposed to have been lost
In the flames, were at the home of
friends who picked ihem
up the
night of the fire.
BIG SUIT IS FILED

FEET
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ARE NOW READY to serve
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STAND, BUTT BROS,' DROQ STORE.

